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2 M. Cappellari et al.

ABSTRACT
In the companion Paper XIX of this series we derive accurate total mass-to-light ratios
(M/L)JAM ≡ [M/L](r = Re) within a sphere of radiusr = Re centred on the galaxy, as well
as stellar(M/L)stars (with the dark matter removed) for the volume-limited and nearly mass
selected (stellar massM⋆

>
∼
6× 109M⊙) ATLAS3D sample of 260 early-type galaxies (ETGs,

ellipticals Es and lenticulars S0s). Here we use those parameters to study the two orthogonal
projections(MJAM, σe) and(MJAM, Rmax

e
) of the thin Virial Plane (VP)(MJAM, σe, R

max
e

)
which describes the distribution of the galaxy population,whereMJAM ≡ L× (M/L)JAM ≈

M⋆. The distribution of galaxy properties on both projectionsof the VP is characterized by (i) a
boundary in the galaxy distribution, described by two power-laws, joined by a break at a char-
acteristic massMJAM ≈ 3× 1010M⊙, which corresponds to the minimumRe and maximum
stellar density, and (ii) a characteristic massMJAM ≈ 2× 1011M⊙ which separates a popula-
tion dominated by fast rotator with disks at lower masses, from one dominated by quite round
slow rotators at larger masses. The distribution of ETGs properties on the two projections of
the VP tends to be constant along lines of constantσe, or constant

√

GM⋆/(5Rmax
e ) ≈ σe

respectively, and forms a continuous and parallel sequencewith the distribution of spiral galax-
ies. This applies to the dynamical(M/L)JAM and to other indicators of the(M/L)pop of the
stellar population, likeHβ and colour, as well as to galaxy concentration, which we show
is tracing the bulge mass. A similar variation along contours of σe is also observed for the
mass normalization of the stellar Initial Mass Function (IMF), which was recently shown to
vary systematically within the ETGs galaxy population. Ourpreferred relation has the form
log10[(M/L)stars/(M/L)Salp] = a+ b× log10(σe/130km s−1) with a = −0.11± 0.01 and
b = 0.36± 0.06. This trend implies a transition of the mean IMF from Kroupa to Salpeter in
the intervallog10(σe/km s−1) ≈ 1.9 − 2.4 (or σe ≈ 80 − 260 km s−1), with a smooth vari-
ation in between, consistently with what was shown in Cappellari et al. (2012). The observed
distribution of galaxy properties on the VP provides a cleanand novel view for a number of
previously reported trends, which constitute special two-dimensional projections of the more
general four-dimensional parameters trends on the VP. We interpret the distribution of galaxy
properties on the VP as due to a combination of two main effects: (i) an increase of the bulge
fraction, with a corresponding increase of the concentration and decrease inRe, which seems
connected to the quenching of star formation, and (ii) dry merging, increasing galaxy mass
andRe by moving galaxies along lines of roughly constantσe (or steeper), while leaving the
population unchanged.

Key words: galaxies: elliptical and lenticular, cD – galaxies: evolution – galaxies: formation
– galaxies: structure – galaxies: kinematics and dynamics

1 INTRODUCTION

Much of our understanding of galaxy formation and evolution
comes from the study of dynamical scaling relations relating galaxy
luminosity or mass, size and kinematic (e.g. Faber & Jackson
1976; Kormendy 1977; Dressler et al. 1987; Faber et al. 1987;
Djorgovski & Davis 1987) or regular trends in the distribution
of galaxy properties as a function of their scaling parameters
(e.g. Bender et al. 1992; Burstein et al. 1997; Kauffmann et al.
2003b; Gallazzi et al. 2006), and from the study of their evolution
with redshift (e.g. van Dokkum & Franx 1996; Kelson et al. 1997;
van Dokkum et al. 1998; Treu et al. 2005; Franx et al. 2008).

The volume-limited ATLAS3D sample of nearby early-type
galaxies (Cappellari et al. 2011a, hereafter Paper I) constitute an
ideal benchmark for studying scaling relations and the distribu-
tion of galaxy properties, given the availability of a high-quality
multi-wavelength dataset. In particular in?, hereafter Paper XIX
we used the state-of-the-art integral-field kinematics to derive accu-
rate masses and global dynamical parameter. We found that galaxies
lie, with very good accuracy, on a thin Virial Plane (VP) describing

⋆ E-mail: cappellari@astro.ox.ac.uk

galaxies in the parameter space defined by mass, velocity dispersion
and projected half-light radius(MJAM, σe, R

max
e ). The existence

of this plane is due to the virial equilibrium condition

MJAM ∝ σ2
eR

max
e (1)

and for this reason by itself it contains no useful information on
galaxy formation. All the useful constraints on galaxy formation
models come from the inhomogeneous distribution of galaxies in
non-edge-on views of the VP and from the distribution of galaxy
properties along the VP.

This paper is devoted to a study of the non edge-on projections
of the VP to see what we learn from it on galaxy formation. Thisis
done in the spirit of the classic papers by Bender et al. (1992) and
Burstein et al. (1997). However the fact that we have accurate dy-
namical masses implies that our VP is extremely thin and it follows
the virial equations quite accurately. For this reason we can ignore
edge-on views of the plane and focus on non edge-on projections
only. The thinness of the VP implies that any inclined projection
show essentially the same information, after a change of coordi-
nates. We can use standard and easy-to-understand observables as
our main coordinates, instead of trying to observe the planeat a
precisely face-on view.

c© 2012 RAS, MNRAS000, 1–25



The ATLAS3D project – XX. Mass-size 3

In this paper, in Section 2 we summarize the sample and data,
in Section 3 we present our projections of the VP. We illustrate the
distribution of a number of quantities on the(M,σe) and(M,Re)
projection. We show the variation of the(M/L)JAM, as well as
of population indicators ofM/L. We show the variation of galaxy
concentration, intrinsic shape, morphology and stellar rotation. The
variations of the IMF are separately presented in Section 4,together
with a review of previous results on the IMF variation. in Section 5
we discuss the implications of our findings for galaxy formation
and briefly summarize our paper in Section 6.

2 SAMPLE AND DATA

2.1 Selection

The galaxies studied in this work are the 260 early-type galax-
ies which constitute the volume-limited and nearly mass-selected
ATLAS3D sample (Paper I). The object were morphologically se-
lected as early-type according to the standard criterion (Hubble
1936; de Vaucouleurs 1959; Sandage 1961) of not showing spiral
arms or a disk-scale dust lane (when seen edge-on). The early-types
are extracted from a parent sample of 871 galaxies of all morpho-
logical types brighter thanMK = −21.5 mag, using 2MASS pho-
tometry (Skrutskie et al. 2006), inside a local (D < 42 Mpc) vol-
ume of1.16× 105 Mpc3 (see full details in Paper I).

In Paper XIX we compared our sample to previous samples
for which accurate dynamical masses have been determined ei-
ther via gravitational lensing (e.g. Bolton et al. 2008b; Auger et al.
2010a) or dynamics (e.g. Magorrian et al. 1998; Cappellari et al.
2006; Thomas et al. 2009) and conclude that it provides a major
step forward in sample size and accuracy.

2.2 Stellar kinematics and imaging

Various multi-wavelengths datasets are available for the sample
galaxies (see a summary in Paper I). In this work we make
use of theSAURON (Bacon et al. 2001) integral-field stellar kine-
matics within about one half-light radiusRe, which was in-
troduced in Emsellem et al. (2004), for the subset of 48 early-
types in theSAURON survey (de Zeeuw et al. 2002). The kine-
matics of all galaxies in the ATLAS3D sample was homoge-
neously extracted as described in Paper I, using the pPXF software
(Cappellari & Emsellem 2004) and the full MILES stellar library
(Sánchez-Blázquez et al. 2006; Falcón-Barroso et al. 2011) as tem-
plates.

Effective velocity dispersionsσe were measured by co-adding
all the spectra in theSAURON datacube contained within the half-
light isophote, or within the largest observed aperture. The result-
ing “effective spectrum” was still fitted with pPXF using thefull
MILES stellar library as templates, and assuming a Gaussianline-
of-sight velocity distribution. Gas emission around the possible Hβ
and [OIII ] emission lines were systematically excluded from the
fits and the CLEAN keyword of pPXF was used to reject possible
remaining outliers from the spectra.

The photometry used in this work comes from the Sloan Dig-
ital Sky Survey (SDSS, York et al. 2000) data release eight (DR8
Aihara et al. 2011) and was supplemented by our own photometry
taken at the 2.5-m Isaac Newton Telescope in the same set of fil-
ters and with comparable signal to noise for the rest of the sample
galaxies (Scott et al. 2012, hereafter Paper XXI).

2.3 Measuring galaxy global parameters:M/L, Re and σe

The dynamical masses used in this paper were obtained with
the dynamical models of the ATLAS3D sample presented in
Cappellari et al. (2012) and described in more detail in Paper XIX.
In brief the modelling approach starts by approximating theob-
served SDSS and INTr-band surface brightness distribution of the
ATLAS3D galaxies using the Multi-Gaussian Expansion (MGE)
parametrization (Emsellem et al. 1994), with the fitting method and
software of Cappellari (2002)1. Full details of the approach and
examples of the resulting MGE fits are given in Paper XXI. The
MGE models are used as input for the Jeans Anisotropic MGE
(JAM) modelling method1 which calculates a prediction of the line-
of-sight second velocity moments〈v2los〉 for a given set of model
parameters and fits this to the observedVrms (Cappellari 2008)
using a Bayesian approach (Gelman et al. 2004). The models in-
clude a spherical dark halo, which is parametrised according to six
different sets of assumptions (See Paper XIX for full details). In
Cappellari et al. (2012) we showed that the adopted assumptions
on the halo have insignificant influence on the measured trendof
M/L. For this reason in this paper we only use the two simplest
sets of models from that paper (using the same notation):

(A) Self-consistent axisymmetric JAM model, in which the dark
matter is assumed to be proportional to the stellar one. We call the
total (luminous plus dark)M/L of this model(M/L)JAM;
(B) Axisymmetric JAM model with spherical Navarro et al.

(1996) (NFW) dark matter halo. Here theM/L of the stars alone
(M/L)stars is measured directly.

Lablanche et al. (2012, hereafter Paper XII) studied the accu-
racy in theM/L obtained with the JAM method, usingN -body
simulations that resemble real galaxies, and concluded that the
M/L of unbarred galaxies can be measured with negligible bias
< 1.5%, while theM/L of barred galaxies that resemble typical
bars found in the ATLAS3D sample can bias the determination by
up to 15% in our tests, depending on the position angle of the bars.

TheM/L of the stellar population(M/L)Salp in the SDSS
r-band was presented in Cappellari et al. (2012). It was extracted
using the penalized pixel-fitting (pPXF) method and software of
Cappellari & Emsellem (2004) for full spectrum fitting. In this case
the model templates consisted of a regular rectangular gridof 26
ages and 6 metallicities[M/H ], assuming a Salpeter (1955) IMF
for reference, from the MILES models of Vazdekis et al. (2010).
We used the pPXF keyword REGUL to enforce linear regulariza-
tion (Press et al. 1992, eq. 18.5.10) in the recovered set of templates
weights from the fit. The regularization parameter was chosen for
every galaxy to obtain an increase∆χ2 =

√

2×Npix in theχ2,
with respect to a non-regularized fit. In this way the recovered so-
lution constitutes the smoothest one consistent with the observed
spectrum (see fig. 20 of Onodera et al. 2012 for an example). This
regularized approach helps reducing the noise in the(M/L)Salp
determination, however the results are quite insensitive to the pre-
cise value of this parameter and remain essentially unchanged for
a range of plausible values. More details on our spectral fitting of
theSAURON data and the resulting star formation histories will be
presented in McDermid et al. (in preparation).

Effective radii are defined as the projected half-light radii of
the isophote containing half of the total analytic light of the MGE
models from Paper XXI. Both circularized radiiRe and the more
robust major axesRmax

e were extracted as described in Paper XIX.

1 Available from http://purl.org/cappellari/idl
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4 M. Cappellari et al.

Figure 1.The Virial Plane and it projections. The top two panels show the two main projections of the VP in the(MJAM, σe) and(MJAM, Rmax
e ) coordinates.

Overlaid are lines of constantσe = 50, 100, 200, 300, 400, 500 km s−1 (dashed blue), constantRmax
e = 0.1, 1, 10, 100 kpc (dot-dashed red) and constant

Σe = 108, 109, 1010, 1011 M⊙ kpc−2 (dotted black)predictedby the virial relation. The observed(MJAM, σe, Rmax
e ) points follow the relation so closely

that the coordinates provide a unique mapping on these diagram and one can reliably infer all characteristics of the galaxies from any individual projection. In
each panel the galaxies are coloured according to the (LOESSsmoothed)log(M/L)JAM, as shown in the colour bar at the bottom. Moreover in all panels the
thick red line shows the ZOE relation given by equation (3), again projected according to the virial relationMJAM = 5.0 × σ2

eR
max
e /G. While the top two

panels contain different observable quantities, the bottom two panels merely apply a coordinate transformation to thequantities in the top two panels, to show
the effective phase space densityfeff ≡ 1/(σRe

2) and effective mass surface densityΣe ≡ MJAM/(2πRe
2). Two galaxies stand out for being significantly

above the ZOE in the(MJAM, σe) and(MJAM,Σe) projections. The top one is NGC 5845 and the bottom one is NGC 4342.

3 PROJECTIONS OF THE VIRIAL PLANE

3.1 TotalM/L variations

We have shown in Paper XIX that the existence of the FP is almost
entirely due, with good accuracy, to a virial equilibrium condition
combined with a smooth variation inM/L. Once this is clarified,
the edge-on projection of the Virial Plane becomes uninteresting
from the point of view of the study of galaxy formation, as it merely
states an equilibrium condition satisfied by galaxies and itdoes not
encode any memory of the formation process itself. This is inagree-
ment with previous findings with simulations (Nipoti et al. 2003;
Boylan-Kolchin et al. 2006). All information provided by scaling
relations on galaxy formation is now encoded in the non edge-on
projections of the Virial Plane, and first of all in the distribution
of M/L on that plane. In Paper XIX we also confirmed thatM/L
correlates remarkably tightly withσe (Cappellari et al. 2006). This
is especially true (i) for slow rotators, (ii) for galaxies in clusters
and (iii) at the high-end of theσe range. Here we look at the entire

Virial Plane and try to clarify the reason for these and othergalaxy
correlations.

In a classic paper Bender et al. (1992) studied the distribution
of hot stellar systems in a three-dimensional space, they called κ
space, defined in such a way that one of the axes was empirically de-
fined to lie nearly orthogonal to the plane. This made it easy to look
at both the edge-on and face-on versions of the plane. In thispaper,
thanks to the availability of state-of-the-art integral-field kinemat-
ics and the construction of detailed dynamical models, we can use
mass as one of the three variables(MJAM, σe, Re). We have shown
that in these variables the plane is extremely thin and follows the
scalar virial equationMJAM = 5.0 × σ2

eR
max
e /G within our tight

errors. This implies that any projection of the plane contains the
same amount of information, except for a change of coordinates.
Instead of looking at the plane precisely face-on, we decided to con-
struct special projections that correspond to physically-meaningful
and easy-to-interpret quantities.

c© 2012 RAS, MNRAS000, 1–25
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Our selection of meaningful projections of the VP is shown in
Fig. 1. We use as horizontal axis in all plots our main mass variable

MJAM ≡ L× (M/L)JAM ≈ 2×M1/2 ≈ Mstars, (2)

where (M/L)JAM is the total (luminous plus dark) dynamical
M/L obtained using self-consistent JAM models,L is the total
galaxy luminosity andM1/2 is the total mass within a sphere of
radiusr1/2 enclosing half of the total galaxy light, wherer1/2 ≈
1.33Re (Hernquist 1990; Ciotti 1991; Wolf et al. 2010, Paper XIX).
Although the self-consistency assumption, where the totalmass is
proportional to the stellar mass, is not justified at large radii, it is
accurate within the region where we have stellar kinematics(about
1Re). It was shown in Williams et al. (2010) and in Paper XIX that
(M/L)JAM closely reproduces the total(M/L)(r = Re) inside
a sphere (actually an iso-surface) with mean radius the projected
half-light radiusRe, derived using models which explicitly include
dark matter. Different assumptions on the dark halo produceminor
differences in(M/L)(r = Re). Given that(M/L)(r = Re) is
nearly insensitive to the choice of the halo assumptions, wechoose
the self-consistent one, being the simplest.

As illustrated in Paper XIX (see also Williams et al. 2009),
most of the galaxies in our sample are consistent with having
small fractions of dark matter within a sphere of radiusr = Re,
with a median value of just 12% of DM within that radius for
our standard models (B). This implies thatM1/2 is dominated by
the stellar mass. For this reasonMJAM is a quantity that very
closely represents and is directly comparable to the total stellar
galaxy mass used in numerous previous studies. Stellar massseems
to relate well with galaxy properties and is often used to study
galaxy formation (e.g. Kauffmann et al. 2003a,b; Hyde & Bernardi
2009b). The difference of our mass parameter is that it does
not suffer from the uncertainties related to the stellar popu-
lation models (e.g. Maraston et al. 2006; Gallazzi & Bell 2009;
Conroy et al. 2009; Longhetti & Saracco 2009; Wuyts et al. 2009)
moreover it automatically includes the effects of a non-universal
IMF (van Dokkum & Conroy 2010; Cappellari et al. 2012). Being
a measure of the total enclosed mass within a spherical region, and
thus being directly related the dynamics,MJAM represents the ideal
parameter which one would like to use in scaling relations. Note
thatMJAM, unlike mass determinations obtained via strong lens-
ing, does not include the possible contribution of dark matter along
the cylinder parallel to the line-of-sight (Dutton et al. 2011a), which
provides an useful additional constraint on dark matter at large radii,
but complicates the interpretation of scaling relations inthe galaxy
centres.

In the top-left and top-right panels of Fig. 1 we show the pro-
jections of the VP along the(MJAM, σe) axes. The colour in these
diagrams represent the dynamicalM/L inside a sphere of radius
Re. Three important results are clear from these plots:

(i) Both projections are equivalent and provide basically the same
picture, apart from a coordinate transformation. This is expected
from the tightness of the VP. Moreover, given that the VP nearly
follows the virial relation, one can plot virial coordinates defined
by MJAM = 5.0 × σ2

eRe/G, to construct a consistent and accu-
rate system of coordinates in both panels to infer other dynamical
quantities;

(ii) Galaxies define a clear zone-of-exclusion (ZOE), as already dis-
covered by Bender et al. (1992) and Burstein et al. (1997), however
we find a clear break at a massM ≈ 3× 1010M⊙ and two nearly
power-law regimes above or below this value. The ZOE is approxi-
mated by the equation

Re = Re,b

(

MJAM

MJAM,b

)γ [

1

2
+

1

2

(

MJAM

MJAM,b

)α](β−γ)/α

(3)

with Re,b = 0.7 kpc, α = 8, β = 0.75, γ = −0.30. The re-
lation has an asymptotic trendRe ∝ M0.75

JAM aboveMJAM,b =
2.8 × 1010M⊙, and a sharp transition intoRe ∝ M−0.30

JAM below
this break. The values were determined by simultaneously match-
ing the observed boundary in the galaxy distribution in all VP pro-
jections. These values are close to those already reported in Paper I
(eq. 4 there), usingK-band luminosity in place of mass and 2MASS
Re instead of MGE ones. The maximum in the galaxy density at
MJAM,b that we infer from our sample is also clearly visible in
the much larger SDSS sample of (van Dokkum et al. 2008, fig. 2).
This shows that the relation is robust. The ZOE relation can be con-
verted into a(MJAM, σe) one, or into other projections using the
scalar virial relationMJAM = 5.0 × σ2

eR
max
e /G. The location of

the break we find agrees with the value at which scaling relations
of large sample of SDSS galaxies show a subtle deviation froma
straight line (Hyde & Bernardi 2009a). Interestingly in both cases
the characteristic mass at the cusp coincides with the valuereported
by Kauffmann et al. (2003b), as the fundamental dividing line be-
tween the two distinct families of passive and star-forminggalaxies.

(iii) The contours of constant(M/L)JAM closely follow lines of
constantσe aboveσe

>
∼ 100 km s−1. A comparable agreement is

reached using lines parallel to the ZOERmax
e ∝ M0.75

JAM. Neither
massMJAM, nor sizeRe or surface mass densityΣe provide a
comparably good approximation to the(M/L)JAM contours, al-
thoughΣe provides a better approximation than the other two. This
is consistent and explains the finding by Cappellari et al. (2006) that
σe and not mass or luminosity, is the best tracer of(M/L)JAM.
At lower σe

<
∼ 100 km s−1 the(M/L)JAM contours start deviating

from the lines of constantσ and tend to lie closer to lines of con-
stantMJAM. Given that theM/L describes the deviations between
the FP and the VP, this twist in the contours demonstrates that the
FP is warped with respect to the VP, and explains the sensitivity of
the FP parameters to the region included in the fit (D’Onofrioet al.
2008; Gargiulo et al. 2009; Hyde & Bernardi 2009b).

Two galaxies stand out for being significantly above the ZOE
in the (MJAM, σe) and (MJAM,Σe) projections. The top one is
NGC 5845 and the bottom one is NGC 4342. The two objects have
very high surface brightness and consequently excellent kinematic
and photometric data. They are genuine examples of dense ob-
jects in the nearby Universe. These two outliers were already pre-
sented in Cappellari (2011a) and their compactness was later dis-
cussed by Jiang et al. (2012). However they have smaller masses
(MJAM ≈ 3 × 1010 M⊙) than their high-redshift counterparts
(Cimatti et al. 2008; van Dokkum et al. 2008). In all panels ofFig. 1
the measured(M/L)JAM have been adaptively smoothed using the
Locally Weighted Regression robust technique (dubbed LOESS) of
Cleveland (1979), straightforwardly generalized to two dimension
as in Cleveland & Devlin (1988). In all plots we adopt a regular-
ization factorf = 0.3, and a linear local approximation, which
implies that a fraction 30% of the points are adopted every time
for the tricube-weighted robust fit of a local plane. To deal with
the different scales of the axes, and the elongated relations, before
applying LOESS we re-normalize the coordinates so that their ellip-
soid of inertia reduces to a circle. We do not show here the original
data, as the scatter in(M/L)JAM is already analysed in detail in
Paper XIX. Given that most of the variation in the smooth surface
happens orthogonally to the constantσe lines, the scatter from the
smooth surface of 27% is nearly unchanged from the value of 29%

c© 2012 RAS, MNRAS000, 1–25
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in the global(M/L) − σe relation, further confirming that all the
variation happens orthogonally toσe.

In the bottom left and right panels of Fig. 1 we show the effec-
tive phase-space density, defined following Hernquist et al. (1993)
as feff ≡ 1/(σeRe

2) and the mass surface density, defined as
Σe ≡ MJAM/(2πRe

2). Note that, while we useRmax
e for the

mass-size plane, one has to useRe for Σe. The two bottom pan-
els do not plot new data, but are obtained by rearranging the three
variables shown in the top panels, however they illustrate how
the above trends relate to other physical quantities. In particular
the phase-space density is interesting because it can only decrease
during collisionless galaxy mergers, due to Liouville’s theorem
(Carlberg 1986; Hernquist et al. 1993). Interestingly the ZOE we
find is nearly flat infeff belowMJAM,b = 3 × 1010M⊙ (a value
γ = 1/3 givesfeff = const in the virial case) and starts decreas-
ing at larger masses, as one would expect when dry mergers start
becoming more important.

3.2 Stellar population indicators of(M/L)pop

We have shown in Paper XIX that the stellar matter dominates in
the regions we study. If this is indeed the case we would expect
stellar population indicators of the(M/L)pop of the stellar popula-
tion to closely follow the behaviour of the dynamical(M/L)JAM.
Before addressing this question with our own data, the reader is
strongly encouraged to compare Fig. 1 to the right panel of figure 15
of Gallazzi et al. (2006), which shows the luminosity-weighted age
versus the stellar mass in the(σ,M⋆) projection. Even though
Fig. 1 uses dynamical quantities, which are measured via dynam-
ical models, while Gallazzi et al. (2006) derives population from
line strengths, the two plots resemble each other very closely, in-
cluding the change of orientation of the contours aroundσ ∼ 100
km s−1. This comparison already indicates a close link between
M/L and stellar population (mainly age), in broad agreement with
Cappellari et al. (2006). Importantly, given that our sample is 100
times smaller than the one of Gallazzi et al. (2006), this compari-
son also confirms the ability of the LOESS technique to recover the
underlying distribution from our smaller galaxy sample.

We now address the relation between dynamical and popu-
lation M/L using our own dataset and a different approach. Two
main simple tracers of(M/L)pop have been proposed in the past:
(i) theB − R colour, which was shown by (Bell & de Jong 2001)
to trace(M/L)pop alone, for a wide range of metallicities, and (ii)
the line-strength indexHβ, which was shown to satisfy a simi-
lar property in Cappellari et al. (2006) for a wide range of metal-
licities (see also Worthey 1994). Here we adopt theHβ determi-
nation for our ATLAS3D galaxies, as derived from the very high
S/N effectiveSAURON spectra. The parameters for theSAURON
survey (de Zeeuw et al. 2002) subset of 48 galaxies was already
given in Kuntschner et al. (2006). The homogeneous extraction for
the ATLAS3D sample will be given in McDermid et al. (in prepa-
ration). As choice of colour we use the SDSSg − i one, which is
available for 223 ATLAS3D galaxies in SDSS DR8 and was shown
by Gallazzi & Bell (2009) to provide on average the smallest uncer-
tainties and the most stable results, among the SDSS bands.

The results are presented in Fig. 2 and show a quite good
agreement between simple population estimators ofM/L and the
dynamical one. BothHβ and colour are nearly constant along lines
of constantσ as it was the case for Fig. 1. This confirms the fact
that the key driver of the totalM/L is the stellar population. We
do notice some systematic differences at the low-σ end, with the
contours of constant(M/L)pop not quite following the popula-

tion trends. As the effect is visible both in colour andHβ we be-
lieve it is significant. It may be due to the presence of extended
star formation episodes, which are expected to be more prevalent
at low mass (Heavens et al. 2004; Thomas et al. 2005) and causea
break in the relation between population observables andM/L. The
study of the relation between our parameters and the actual phys-
ical parameters of the population, like age, metallicity and abun-
dance ratios, is presented in McDermid et al. (in preparation). Anal-
ysis of the stellar population parameters for theSAURON survey
(de Zeeuw et al. 2002) subset of 48 galaxies was already presented
in (Kuntschner et al. 2010).

3.3 Variations of galaxy concentration and morphology

In the previous sections we showed that galaxy properties follow
smooth trends in the projections of the VP. We have seen that the
dynamicalM/L near the galaxy centre (1Re) is driven by a varia-
tion of the stellar population, with the dynamicalM/L constituting
an accurate tracer of the galaxy population! These trends distribute
galaxies in the VP along lines of nearly constantσe. In Paper I
we showed that the luminosity-size relation changes gradually with
sizes decreasing as a function of the bulge ratio, indicatedby the
morphological classification. We interpreted the apparentsize de-
crease as an actual increase of the bulge mass between different
morphological types. In Paper II and III, we showed that the vast
majority of local ETGs is constituted by disk-like systems,the fast
rotators, and in (Cappellari et al. 2011b, hereafter Paper VII) we
discussed how fast-rotators morphologically resemble spirals with
a variety of bulge fractions. We concluded that fast rotators simply
constitute the end point of a smooth sequence of disks with increas-
ing bulges, and this lead us to propose a fundamental change in
our view of galaxy morphology (Paper VII). If this picture iscor-
rect, we should be able to find an indication for a systematic change
in the bulge fraction, in the fast rotators class, while moving from
the region of the VP populated by spiral galaxies towards theZOE,
dominated by the oldest and reddest galaxies, with the largestM/L.

A detailed photometric bulge-disk decomposition of the un-
barred galaxies subset of the ATLAS3D sample is presented
Krajnović et al. (2012, hereafter Paper XVII). Although itprovides
a well established definition of the bulge luminosity, it is acomplex
technique which depends on the extraction details and may suffer
from degeneracies. Moreover it is unclear how it should be applied
to barred galaxies. For this reason here we look instead at the sim-
ple concentration parameter TGC (Trujillo et al. 2001). It measures
the ratio between the flux within 1Re andRe/3 which we extracted
from the MGE photometric models as described in Paper XIX. For
a given galaxy mass an increase of the bulge fraction produces by
definition a larger concentration. The distribution of galaxy concen-
trations on the VP is shown in the top panel of Fig. 3. Even though
the values are noisier than the cleanM/L trends, a systematic vari-
ation is evident, with galaxy concentration roughly following the
M/L, Hβ andg − i colour trends, which all tend to be constant
along lines of constantσe. This trend is consistent with the trends of
concentration againstΣe andσe reported by Graham et al. (2001b),
and the corresponding correlation with supermassive blackholes
(Graham et al. 2001a). It is also consistent with a similar trend be-
tweenM/L and Sersic (1968) index reported by D’Onofrio et al.
(2011). Here we interpret all these trends as due to the increase of
the bulge fraction, rather than a smooth change in the profileshape
of a spheroidal system. It’s important to stress that our term “bulge”
refers to an increase of the mass fraction in the centre of thegalaxy.
It does not necessarily imply a correspondence with the definition
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Figure 2. Indicators of(M/L)pop on the Virial Plane.Top Panels:Same as in Fig. 1, with colours showing thelogHβ line-strength, from McDermid et al.
(in preparation), which is a good indicator of(M/L)pop. The open circles representσ determination for galaxies at redshiftz > 1.4: blue symbols from
Cappellari et al. (2009), green symbol from Cenarro & Trujillo (2009), magenta symbol from Onodera et al. (2012) and black symbol from (van de Sande et al.
2011). Not shown is theσ value from van Dokkum et al. (2009), which is off the verticalscale.Bottom Panels:Same as in Fig. 1, with colours indicating the
SDSS galaxy colourg − i. Note that both(M/L)pop andg − i show the same trends as(M/L)JAM in Fig. 1.

of “bulge” that one infers via classic bulge-disk decomposition (Pa-
per XVII), namely a light excess over an outer exponential com-
ponent. There is some evidence that the concentration may follow
population even more closely thanM/L, possibly due to the con-
tribution of extended star formation episodes as we commented for
Fig. 2.

The concentration plot demonstrates that indeed, even within
the ETG class (excluding the few slow rotators), the variation
of galaxy properties follows the bulge growth. Interestingly the
plot also shows a slight decrease in the concentration at the
largest mass endMJAM

>
∼ 2 × 1011M⊙. This value coincides

with another characteristic scale in ETGs, above which galaxies
start to be rounder (Tremblay & Merritt 1996; van der Wel et al.
2009b), to have flat central profiles in their surface brightness
(Faber et al. 1997; Graham 2004; Ferrarese et al. 2006) and tode-
viate from power-law colour-magnitude relations (Ferrarese et al.
2006; Bernardi et al. 2011).

3.4 Variations of galaxy intrinsic flattening and rotation

Our dynamical modelling effort provides the unique opportunity
of having the galaxy inclination for the entire ATLAS3D sample
of galaxies. We verified that the JAM inclination agrees withthe
one inferred from the geometry of the dust, for 26 galaxies with
regular dusts disks (see also Cappellari 2008). We further verified
that we can recover with JAM models the inclination of simulated
galaxies that resemble typical objects in our sample (PaperXII).
Although one should not expect the inclination to be reliable for
every individual galaxy, it is expected to be accurate for most of
our sample. The inclination allows us to recover the intrinsic shape
of individual objects. The deprojection is done using the elliptic-
ity of the outer isophote, measured in Paper II at radii typically
around 4Re, at the depth limit of the SDSS photometry. We then
computed the intrinsic ellipticity assuming an oblate spheroid ge-
ometry as (Binney & Tremaine 2008)

εintr = 1−
√

1 + ε(ε− 2)/ sin2 i, (4)
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Figure 3. Concentration and shape on the Virial Plane.Top Panels:Same as in Fig. 1, with colours indicating the concentrationparameter TGC of Trujillo et al.
(2001). The trends are noisier thanM/L but there is a clear increase in the concentration along lines of roughly constantσe and a slight decrease above a
characteristic massMJAM

>
∼ 2×1011M⊙. Middle Panels:Same as in Fig. 1, with colours indicating the intrinsic ellipticity εintr of the galaxies outer regions,

computed by de-projecting the observed ellipticityǫ at large radii (Paper II) using the inclination inferred from the JAM models. Except again for the special
region aboveMJAM

>
∼ 2× 1011M⊙, all the rest of the ETGs have on average the flattening of disks ε ≈ 0.65 consistently with the Monte Carlo approach of

Paper III, which suggests fast rotators have a typical intrinsic ellipticity εintr ≈ 0.7 and the statistical inversion in Weijmans et al. (in preparation).
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Figure 4. Same as in Fig. 1, with colours indicating the specific angular momentum parameterλR of (Emsellem et al. 2007), as given in Paper III.Top Panels:
all ATLAS3Dgalaxies are included.Bottom Panels:Only the slow rotators are shown. They seems to define a sequence in the VP, and they show a decrease in
the rotation aboveMJAM

>
∼ 2× 1011M⊙.

The results of the deprojection is shown in the middle panelsof
Fig. 3. Contrary to all previous diagrams the distribution of the in-
trinsic ellipticity for ETGs on the VP shows a completely differ-
ent trend. Few galaxies stand out in the top-right corner forbeing
nearly round, with intrinsic ellipticityεintr ≈ 0.2. These galax-
ies are all located above the same characteristic massMJAM >

∼ 2×

1011M⊙, where the top panels showed a drop in the central den-
sity. This result confirms previous statistical studies of ETGs shapes
(Tremblay & Merritt 1996; van der Wel et al. 2009b; Bernardi et al.
2011). Below this characteristic mass, the mean ellipticity drops
dramatically and sharply to aboutεintr ≈ 0.65, characteristics of
disks. This galaxy-by-galaxy shape deprojection confirms asimilar
result on their shape distribution inferred via Monte Carlosimu-
lations from the distribution of fast rotators ETGs on the(λR, ε)
diagram, suggesting fast rotators have a typical intrinsicellipticity
εintr ≈ 0.7 (fig. 15 in Paper III). It also agrees with a statistical in-
version of their shape (Weijmans et al. in preparation). This agree-
ment also seems to confirm the reliability of the inclinations derived
via the JAM models. The result strongly confirms our previouscon-
clusions that fast rotators as a class are disk like (Paper II, III, VII).
The fact that the outer parts of fast rotators are as flat as disks, while

the central ones show an increase of concentration, conclusively
demonstrates that the latter is due to an increase of thebulge (or
spheroid) mass, and not to the smooth variation of the profilein a
spheroidal object which follows aR1/m profile. At the lowest mass
range, near the ZOE, there seems to be a marginal decrease ofεintr.
The significance or reality of this feature is however unclear.

The round and massive objects that stand out from the dis-
tribution are the prototypical slow rotators, which also stand out
for their slow specific stellar angular momentum, as shown inPa-
per III. Another view of that fact is shown in the bottom panel
of Fig. 3, which plots the angular momentum parameterλR of
Emsellem et al. (2007) for the slow rotator ETGs only, as tabulated
for the galaxies of the ATLAS3D sample in Paper III. The slow ro-
tators are found to populate a rather narrow sequence on the VP,
with a small range ofΣe. There is a clear trend of decreasing rota-
tion with increasing mass as noted in Paper III, or possibly asharp
transition aroundMJAM ≈ 1011M⊙, which is similar to the char-
acteristic mass defined by concentration and intrinsic ellipticity. Al-
though we tend to cover a smaller field with our kinematics forthe
largest galaxies, the qualitative difference in the kinematics for the
most massive slow rotators is already clearly visible from the ve-
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locity fields (Paper II) and it is not due to the difference in the field
coverage.

In summary the distribution of galaxy properties on the
(MJAM, σe) and (MJAM, Rmax

e ) projections of the Virial Plane
can be understood as due to a smooth variation in the bulge mass
as already suggested in figure 4 of Paper I. The connection between
bulge mass and galaxy properties, and the close link betweenETGs
and spiral galaxies is further illustrated in Fig. 5, which includes
the location of the spiral galaxies of the ATLAS3D parent sample
(Paper I) together with the ETGs. The masses of spiral galaxies was
approximately estimated assuming a fixedM/LK = 0.8 M⊙/L⊙,
which ensures agreement betweenMJAM and theK-band lumi-
nosity at the lowest masses. The plot shows that ETGs properties
vary smoothly with those of spiral galaxies. Galaxies with negligi-
ble bulges are almost invariably star forming and classifiedas late
spirals. Galaxies with intermediate bulges can still form stars and
be classified as early-spirals, or can be fast rotator ETGs. But the
galaxies with the most massive bulges, as indicated by theirlargest
concentration orσe are invariably ETGs. They have the largest
M/L (Fig. 1, the reddest colours and smallest Hβ (Fig. 2, but are
still flat in their outer parts, indicating they have disks (Fig. 3) and
generally still rotate fast (Fig. 4). An exception are galaxies with
massesMJAM >

∼ 2 × 1011M⊙, which stand out for being nearly
round, and non rotating.

4 SYSTEMATIC VARIATION OF THE IMF

Although the IMF variation could have been included among the
other galaxy observables described in Section 3, we keep theIMF in
a separate section for a more detailed coverage than for the other ob-
servables. In recent months there has been a large amount of interest
on the IMF variation. Before describing our new ATLAS3D results,
in the following section we provide a summary of this rapidlyevolv-
ing field. To clarify the significance and robustness of the various
recent claims, including our own, we place particular emphasis on
the modelling assumptions that went into the various studies.

4.1 Summary of previous IMF results

4.1.1 IMF of the Milky Way

The stellar initial mass function (IMF) describes the distribution of
stellar masses when the population formed. Nearly every aspect of
galaxy formation studies requires a choice of the IMF to calculate
predictions for galaxy observables (Kennicutt 1998). For this reason
the IMF has been subjected to numerous investigations sincethe
first determination more than half a century ago finding it hasthe
form (Salpeter 1955)

ζ(m) ∝ mx = m−2.3, (5)

for m > 0.4M⊙, wherem is the stellar mass.
In the Milky Way the IMF can be measured via direct stel-

lar counts. Various determination in different environments lead to
the finding of a remarkable universality in the shape of the IMF
(Kroupa 2002), with the IMF being well described by the Salpeter
power slopex = −2.3 for m < 0.5M⊙ and a shallower one
at smaller massesx = −1.3 for m ≥ 0.5M⊙ (Kroupa 2001).
The Milky Way IMF can also be described by a log-normal dis-
tribution (Chabrier 2003), which has some theoretical justification.
However the Kroupa and Chabrier IMFs are essentially indistin-
guishable from an observational point of view (Kroupa et al.2012).

Figure 5. The Mass-size distribution for spiral galaxies and ETGs. The
ETGs of the ATLAS3D sample are coloured according to their(M/L)JAM

as in Fig. 1. This plot however also includes the approximatelocation
of spiral galaxies in the ATLAS3D parent sample, where masses are ob-
tained fromK-band luminosities, scaled to matchMJAM (a plot with both
ETGs and spirals luminosities was shown in Paper I). Early spirals (Sa-Sb:
T ≤ 4) are indicated by the small black filled circles, while late spirals
(Sc-Irr:T > 4) are shown with the small filled red circles. Late spirals are
larger than ETGs, while early spirals overlap with the ETGs with low M/L.
There are essentially no spirals in the region of the oldest and reddest ETGs,
which have the largestM/L. This illustrates the fact that the increase of the
spheroid is required to make a galaxy old and red and consequently produce
the largestM/L.

Recent IMF results were reviewed by Bastian et al. (2010) whocon-
cluded no clear evidence existed for a non-universal IMF in our
galaxy and among different galaxies.

4.1.2 IMF from ionized gas emission or redshift evolution

In external galaxies individual stars cannot yet be resolved down to
sufficiently small masses for IMF studies. Some indirect constraints
on the slope of the IMF above∼ 1M⊙ can be obtained by combin-
ing observations of the Hα equivalent widths, which is related to
the number of ionizing photons, with the galaxy colour, which is
a function of the galaxy stellar population (Kennicutt 1998). Using
this technique Hoversten & Glazebrook (2008) inferred a variation
of the IMF with more massive galaxies having a more top-heavy
IMF than Salpeter, a result confirmed under the same assumptions
(Gunawardhana et al. 2011) by the GAMA survey (Driver et al.
2011).

Constraints on the IMF can also be obtained by comparing the
local (z = 0) stellar mass density to the integral of the cosmic
star formation history. Wilkins et al. (2008) finds that the local stel-
lar mass density is lower than the value obtained from integrating
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the cosmic star formation history (SFH), assuming that all the stars
formed with a Salpeter IMF. They propose a time-variable IMFto
reconcile the observations (see also Davé 2008).

Alternative constraints on the IMF can be obtained by study-
ing the evolution of theM/L normalization in samples of galax-
ies as a function of redshift, for example from the evolutionof
the tilt and normalization of the Fundamental Plane with redshift
(Renzini & Ciotti 1993). From these constraints and from themetal
abundance in the clusters interstellar medium Renzini (2005) con-
cluded that elliptical galaxies as a class must have an IMF close to
Salpeter for stellar massesm > 1M⊙, while the IMF must flatten
at lower masses, similar to the Kroupa IMF.

A related approach was employed by van Dokkum (2008) who
used the ratio of luminosity evolution to colour evolution of massive
galaxies in clusters to constrain the IMF. He originally concluded
that the IMF must be top heavy at high redshift, but this result was
recently revised to conclude that the IMF abovem > 1M⊙ is actu-
ally not inconsistent with a Salpeter slope (van Dokkum & Conroy
2012).

4.1.3 Lensing or dynamics IMF constraints for external spirals

A more direct approach to constraining the variation of the IMF
in galaxies consists of measuring the mass of the stars, and com-
paring this with the predictions of stellar population models. It is
important to stress however that this method does not measure the
shape of the IMF directly, but only its overall mass normalization.
The method can only verify whether the stellar mass in a certain
region within a galaxy is consistent with that due to a stellar pop-
ulation with a certain assumed IMF. Moreover these methods do
not measure the same IMF one can infer via direct stellar counts in
star clusters. They measure instead the stellar mass distribution due
to the superposition of the IMFs from a large number of star clus-
ters in the galaxy as well as the IMFs coming from the accretion of
satellite galaxies during the galaxy hierarchical growth.As pointed
out by Kroupa & Weidner (2003), even if the IMF was universal
in every cluster in a galaxy, the integrated galactic IMF (IGIMF)
would be different from the universal one, due to the non-uniform
mass distribution of star clusters (see Kroupa et al. 2012, for an in-
depth discussion). Hierarchical evolution complicates the picture
even further. For these reason, when we state e. g. that “a galaxy
is consistent with the Salpeter IMF”, we simply imply, consistently
with all previous similar studies, that “the galaxy has the same stel-
lar M/L of a stellar population with the given age and metallicity
(and abundances), and the Salpeter IMF”.

The first convincing constraint on the IMF of external galaxies
was obtained for a sample of 21 spiral galaxies, using the kine-
matics of the gas. Bell & de Jong (2001) concluded thatif the IMF
is universal, a sensible assumption at the time, it cannot have the
Salpeter form, but it must be lighter, consistently with Kroupa-type.
The result was later confirmed, still using gas kinematics, for a sam-
ple of 34 bright spiral galaxies by Kassin et al. (2006).

Th need for a light IMF was inferred for the Einstein Cross
spiral galaxy gravitational lens system (Huchra et al. 1985) by both
van de Ven et al. (2010) and Ferreras et al. (2010), and for another
spiral lens galaxy by Suyu et al. (2012). As part of the DiskMass
Survey (Bershady et al. 2010), which obtained integral-field stel-
lar kinematics of a sample of 30 spiral galaxies, a light IMF
was indirectly confirmed from the sub-maximality of the disks
(Bershady et al. 2011). As part of the SWELLS survey of spirallens
galaxies (Treu et al. 2011) the need for a light IMF for most spiral

galaxies was also found from the analysis of 20 strong gravitational
lens (Brewer et al. 2012).

An inconsistency of the Salpeter IMF normalization for low
mass galaxies was also inferred by Dutton et al. (2011b), using
simple galaxy models with a bulge and a disk, trying to repro-
duce global trends for a large sample of galaxies extracted from
the SDSS.

In summary there is a good agreement on the fact that spiral
galaxies as a class must have a normalization lighter than Salpeter
and similar to Kroupa/Chabrier. This is a robust result due to the
fact that a Salpeter IMF would over-predict the total mass inthe
galaxy centres. It is unclear whether some spiral galaxies have a
Salpeter IMFs, and of course whether the IMF varies within the
galaxies themselves, as claimed by Dutton et al. (2012c).

4.1.4 Lensing or dynamics IMF constraints on early-types

An early attempt at constraining the IMF of 21 elliptical galaxies,
using detailed spherical dynamical models including dark matter,
found a general consistency between the stellar(M/L)stars and the
one of the population(M/L)pop, using the Kroupa IMF, but could
not accurately constrain the IMF normalization due to largeobser-
vational errors (Gerhard et al. 2001). A large study of SDSS ellip-
tical galaxies using fixed spherical Hernquist galaxy models with
dark halos (Padmanabhan et al. 2004) found a mass excess overthe
predictions of stellar population models with a fixed IMF, increas-
ing with luminosity. This was interpreted as a increase of the dark
matter fraction. A similar conclusion was reached by Zaritsky et al.
(2006) while studying the fundamental manifold. A caveat ofthose
studies was the use of homologous stellar profiles or approximate
assumptions to study systematic variations in the heterogeneous
galaxy population.

To overcome these limitations, as part of theSAURON project
(de Zeeuw et al. 2002), we constructed self-consistent axisymmet-
ric models reproducing in detail both the photometry and thestate-
of-the-art integral-field stellar kinematics data (Emsellem et al.
2004) for 25 early-type galaxies (Cappellari et al. 2006). The as-
sumption that mass follows light is not accurate at large radii, but
it is a good assumption for the region where kinematics is available
(<∼ 1Re), and provides accurate measurements of the total (lumi-
nous plus dark)M/L within a sphere of radiusr ≈ Re (see Pa-
per XIX). The resulting improvement in theM/L accuracy and the
removal of systematic biases allowed us to strongly confirm that
“the total and stellarM/L clearly do not follow a one-to-one rela-
tion. Dark matter is needed to explain the differences inM/L (if
the IMF is not varying)” (Cappellari et al. 2006, see fig. 17 there).
Although dark matter seemed, at the time, still a more natural expla-
nation of our observations, if the measured trends are re-interpreted
as an IMF variation, they would imply an IMF heavier than Salpeter
for some of the oldest objects. That study also concluded that if
the IMF is universalit must have a mass normalization as low as
Kroupa IMF, consistently with the results for spiral galaxies, other-
wise the stellar mass would overpredict the total one for a number
of galaxies. A similar finding was obtained by Ferreras et al.(2008)
using gravitational lensing of 9 elliptical galaxies extracted from
the SLACS survey (Bolton et al. 2006).

A number of subsequent studies used approximate models
reproducing the velocity dispersion of large galaxy samples to
study dark matter and IMF variations in galaxies. Tortora etal.
(2009) used spherical isotropic models with Sersic (1968) pro-
files to reproduce the large velocity dispersion compilation by
Prugniel & Simien (1996). Graves & Faber (2010) used the Funda-
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mental Plane of early-type galaxies from SDSS data. Schulz et al.
(2010) combined weak lensing measurements in the outer parts
to SDSS velocity dispersion determination, using spherical Jeans
models with a Hernquist profile. All three studies confirmed the
existence of a mass excess which increases with mass. They all pre-
ferred a dark matter trend to explain the observations, although they
could not exclude the IMF variation alternative.

Grillo et al. (2009) compared stellar population masses, de-
rived from multicolour photometry, to the total masses, inside
the Einstein radius of the lenses, published by the SLACS team
(Bolton et al. 2008a). He assumed for all galaxies the average
dark matter fraction determined for some of the galaxies by
Koopmans et al. (2006) and Gavazzi et al. (2007), which were
based on spherical models assuming a single power-law totalmass
and a Hernquist (1990) (or Jaffe 1983) stellar profile. From this
comparison Grillo et al. (2009) concluded that elliptical galaxies
prefer a Salpeter rather than Kroupa/Chabrier IMF. The sameresult
was found when comparing stellar dynamical masses for galaxies in
the Coma cluster by Thomas et al. (2009), which includes the dark
matter halo using fixed NFW profiles, to stellar population masses
(Grillo & Gobat 2010). However, given that the dynamical masses
were determined assuming a fixed NFW profile, the conclusion de-
pended on the correctness of that assumption. A recent reanalysis
of the 16 Coma galaxies by Thomas et al. (2011), still assuming
a NFW dark halo profile, interpreted theM/L excess in massive
galaxies as more likely due to dark matter, although their results are
not inconsistent with a Salpeter IMF instead. A similar result was
found by Wegner et al. (2012) for 8 galaxies in Abell 262.

The SLACS team analysed their data assuming all galaxies
in their sample can be approximated by homologous sphericaland
isotropic systems with a Hernquist (1990) (or Jaffe 1983) profile.
In Treu et al. (2010) they further assumed a spherical NFW profile
for the dark matter, with fixed slope and only mass as free parame-
ter. Given that the enclosed total (luminous plus dark) massinside
the Einstein radius is essentially fixed by the lens geometry, un-
der these assumptions the central velocity dispersion is a unique
function of the profile of the total mass distribution, whichin this
case is defined by a single parameter: the ratio between the stel-
lar and dark matter components. Comparing the stellar mass from
the lens model to the one from population, based on multicolour
photometry (Auger et al. 2009), they found that the data prefer a
Salpeter-like normalization of the IMF. Auger et al. (2010b) used
the SLACS data and the same spherical Hernquist models but in-
stead assumed that the halo mass for individual galaxies is known,
as given by the abundance matching techniques, assuming a uni-
versal IMF (Moster et al. 2010). They still assumed NFW halosbut
explored both adiabatically contracted (Gnedin et al. 2004) and not
contracted halos. They concluded that the data favour a Salpeter-
like normalization of the IMF over a lighter Kroupa/Chabrier form.

Although ground-breaking, the analyses of the SLACS data
depended on some non-obvious assumptions. Grillo et al. (2009)
had assumed of a fixed dark matter fraction, as well as a power-
law form for the total mass. Treu et al. (2010) result depended on
the assumption of a fixed NFW halo slope, as the authors acknowl-
edged concluding that “the degeneracy between the two [IMF or
dark matter] interpretations cannot be broken without additional
information, the data imply that massive early-type galaxies can-
not have both a universal IMF and universal dark matter halos”, in
agreement with previous dynamical analyses. Auger et al. (2010b)
result depended on assuming the halo mass from the abundance
matching techniques. This led the authors to conclude that “better
constraints on the star formation efficiency must be obtained from

the data in order to draw definitive conclusions about the role of a
mass-dependent IMF relative to CDM halo contraction”.

Other independent studies of the same SLACS data did not
exclude an IMF variation, but did not confirm the need for a
Salpeter IMF to explain the observations. Tortora et al. (2010)
reached this conclusion using spherical Hernquist isotropic mod-
els like Treu et al. (2010) and Auger et al. (2010b), but couldnot
explain the reason for the disagreement. A similar study wasalso
performed by Deason et al. (2012). They showed that the trendin
the galaxies enclosed masses can be explained by a toy model simi-
lar to the one adopted by Auger et al. (2010b), but with a univer-
sal Kroupa IMF. Deason et al. (2012) study however did not fit
the galaxies stellar velocity dispersion, which could be a reason
for the difference in the results. Barnabè et al. (2011) re-analysed
16 SLACS galaxies using axisymmetric, rather than spherical, dy-
namical models, and describing the galaxy images in detail,rather
than assuming fixed Hernquist profiles. Their models are fitted to
integral-field stellar kinematics, instead of a single velocity disper-
sion. They find that the data are consistent with both a Kroupaor
a Salpeter IMF, in agreement with the early study by Ferreraset al.
(2008).

An additional limitation all previous analyses of the full
SLACS sample was the assumption that all galaxies in their sam-
ple could be described by homologous spherical Hernquist distribu-
tions. These models ignore possible systematic variationsof galaxy
morphology with mass (e.g. Caon et al. 1993; Kormendy et al.
2009). Moreover real early-type galaxies, even in the mass range of
the SLACS survey, are dominated by fast rotating disks (Paper II,
Paper III), some of which are clearly visible in the SLACS pho-
tometry. Disk galaxies are not well described by spherical single-
component models. It is unclear whether galaxy models that do
not reproduce neither the kinematics nor the photometry of the real
galaxies under study can be trusted at the∼10% level that is re-
quired for IMF studies. Possible systematic biases in the results are
however difficult to estimate. A reanalysis of the excellentSLACS
dataset using more realistic and flexible models would seem the best
way to clarify the situation and provide a consistent picture. This
approach has already been demonstrated by Barnabè et al. (2012)
for a single galaxy using the JAM method (Cappellari 2008) incom-
bination with the lensing analysis. One should finally consider that
lensing studies measure the mass wihin cylinders along the line-of-
sight. The recovered stellar mass depends on both the assumed dark
matter profile in the center, as well as at large radii (Duttonet al.
2011a).

An simple assumption on the dark matter content of early-
type galaxies was made by Dutton et al. (2012b). They selected the
most dense galaxies from a large sample of SDSS galaxies and con-
structed spherical isotropic models to reproduce their stellar veloc-
ity dispersion. They assumed the total dynamicalM/L of this set
of galaxies is the same as the stellar one. Comparing the inferred
mass to the one from stellar population they concluded the galaxies
require on average a Salpeter IMF normalization. This studystill
depends on the spherical approximation. Moreover it is unclear to
what accuracy the zero dark matter assumption is verified even for
the densest galaxies. Nonetheless this study confirms that,unlike
spiral galaxies, the densest early-type galaxies are not inconsistent
with a Salpeter IMF.

In summary, the two result on which nearly all previously dis-
cussed studies agree are: (i) thetotal M/L in the central regions
of galaxies (r <∼Re) does not follow theM/L inferred assuming a
universal IMF; (ii) less massive galaxies, especially spiral ones,re-
quire and IMF normalization lighter thank Salpeter and consistent
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with Kroupa-like, while more massive and dense ones allow for a
Salpeter IMF. Indications were found for the Salpeter IMF tobe ac-
tually requiredfor massive ellipticals (Grillo et al. 2009; Treu et al.
2010; Auger et al. 2010b; Dutton et al. 2012b). However thesecon-
clusions depend on assuming the knowledge of either the darkmat-
ter fraction or the slope, or the mass of the dark halo. An exception
is the recent work by Sonnenfeld et al. (2012), which modelled a
rare elliptical with two concentric Einstein rings, and concluded for
a Salpeter IMF. More similar objects would be needed to draw solid
conclusions. Not all studies agreed on the requirement for aSalpeter
IMF, even when analysing the same SLACS data (Ferreras et al.
2008; Tortora et al. 2010; Barnabè et al. 2011; Deason et al.2012).
It seems that this situation could be resolved by the use of more
realistic models.

4.1.5 Systematic IMF variation in galaxies

A breakthrough in IMF studies was provided by the work
by van Dokkum & Conroy (2010), further strengthened in
van Dokkum & Conroy (2011). Contrary to the previously de-
scribed set of dynamical and lensing works, they looked for
evidences of IMF variation in subtle IMF-sensitive spectral fea-
tures of the near-infrared region of galaxy spectra, in particular the
Wing-Ford band. In this way their study did not suffer from the de-
pendency on the halo assumptions. Although the spectral technique
has been around for decades (e.g. Spinrad & Taylor 1971), only the
availability of reliable stellar population models has made the ap-
proach sufficiently accurate for IMF studies (Schiavon et al. 2000;
Cenarro et al. 2003). van Dokkum & Conroy (2010) analysed the
IMF of eight massive ellipticals, from stacked spectra. They used
new population models that allow for a variation of the detailed
abundance patterns of the stars (Conroy & van Dokkum 2012a) to
distinguish abundance from IMF variations. They concludedthat
the observed spectra required a bottom-heavy, dwarf-rich IMF.
Combining their finding with the previous results on the IMF
of spiral galaxies they tentatively concluded that “Taken at face
value, our results imply that the form of the IMF is not universal
but depends on the prevailing physical conditions: Kroupa-like
in quiet, star-forming disks and dwarf-rich in the progenitors of
massive elliptical galaxies”.

Our relatively large and well-selected ATLAS3D sample and
high-quality integral-field stellar kinematics appeared well suited
to resolve the halo degeneracies of previous dynamical and lensing
analyses and test the claims from the spectral analysis. Contrary
to previous large studies, we adopted an axisymmetric modelling
method which describes in detail both the individual galaxyimages
using the MGE technique (Emsellem et al. 1994; Cappellari 2002)
and the richness of our two-dimensional kinematics (Cappellari
2008), thus avoiding the possible biases of previous more approx-
imate approaches. For the first time, thanks to the tighter con-
straints to the models provided by the two-dimensional data, our
study could leaveboth the halo slope and its mass as free param-
eters. The halo slope is allowed to vary in a range which includes
both the flat inner halos predicted by halo expansion models (e.g.
Governato et al. 2010), and the steep ones predicted by adiabatic
halo contraction (Gnedin et al. 2004, e.g.). Our models alsoexplic-
itly include the galaxy inclination and anisotropy as free parame-
ters, although the latter is still assumed to be constant in the region
where we have data. The parameters are estimated in a Bayesian
framework with a maximum ignorance (flat) prior on the parame-
ters.

We showed that even in this relatively general case the

models required a variation of the IMF to reproduce the data
(Cappellari et al. 2012). We additionally tested a variety of sensi-
ble modelling assumptions on the halo, some of which had already
been employed by previous studies. However this time our mod-
els accurately described the photometry and kinematics of the real
galaxies. We confirmed that a non-universal IMF is required under
all those halo assumption. The similarity is due to the fact that in all
cases dark matter contributes just about 10-20% to the totalmass
within 1Re, so that it cannot explain an observedM/L excess of
up to a factor 2-3.

Our ATLAS3D sample includes a larger range of masses than
previous lensing studies. Not only we could quantify the IMFnor-
malization of early-type galaxies as a class, but we showed that
the IMF normalization varies systematically within the early-type
galaxy population, as a function of the stellar(M/L)stars. The IMF
was found consistent with Kroupa/Chabrier-like at low(M/L)stars
and heavier that Salpeter at large(M/L)stars. This finding bridges
the gap between the Kroupa-like IMF determinations in spirals and
the evidence for a Salpeter-like or heavier in early-type galaxies.
This should be expected given the parallelism and continuity in
physical parameters between early-type and spiral galaxies as em-
phasized in our ‘comb’ morphological diagram (Paper VII). Early-
type galaxies at low(M/L)stars in fact completely overlap with
the region populated by spiral galaxies on the mass-size projection
of the Virial Plane (Fig. 5). Our result also reconciled the apparent
disagreement between studies claiming that early-type galaxies in-
clude cases with Kroupa/Chabrier normalization and those claiming
that Salpeter is required.

Although, unsurprisingly, the cleanest IMF trend in
Cappellari et al. (2012) was obtained by simply comparing
the dynamical and populationM/L, a trend with velocity dis-
persionσe was also presented. This is a natural consequence of
existence of theM/L − σ correlation (Cappellari et al. 2006;
van der Marel & van Dokkum 2007). In particular Cappellari etal.
(2012) (their fig. 2) showed an IMF trend, with significant scatter,
going from a Kroupa/Chabrier to a Salpeter IMF within the range
log10(σe/km s−1) ≈ 1.9 − 2.4, with a gradual variation in
between.

A flurry of papers have appeared in subsequent months from
independent groups, all in agreement on the existence of a sys-
tematic IMF variation in galaxies. Spiniello et al. (2012) used the
models of Conroy & van Dokkum (2012a) in combination with
SDSS spectra and inferred a variation of the IMF from sodium and
titanium-oxide absorptions, which correlate with velocity disper-
sion (also illustrated by Zhu et al. 2010). A similar result was in-
ferred by Ferreras et al. (2012), also from SDSS spectra, butusing
the population models by Vazdekis et al. (2012). Smith et al.(2012)
studied the Wing-Ford absorption for galaxies in the Coma Cluster.
They find that their galaxy spectra are best reproduced by a Salpeter
IMF and detect a weak IMF trend with metallicity, but do not
find an IMF trend with velocity dispersion. Conroy & van Dokkum
(2012b) detected a systematic trend of the IMF, versus either σ or
metallicity, using both optical and near-infrared spectral features.
A key difference from other spectral studies is that they were able
to rule out, in a Bayesian framework, a variation of element abun-
dances as the origin of the empirical trends.

Dutton et al. (2012a) showed that it is sufficient to assume the
knowledge of the halo mass and fit galaxy scaling relations via ap-
proximate spherical galaxy models, to infer a systematic variation
of the IMF. Similarly Tortora et al. (2012) tested a set of different
assumption on the dark halo, using approximate spherical Sersic
(1968) galaxy models to fit the SDSS velocity dispersion of a large
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Figure 6. Testing the accuracy of(M/L)Salp against the completely inde-
pendent determination of Conroy & van Dokkum (2012b),whichuse a dif-
ferent population code and different spectra with a longer wavelength range
than theSAURON ones. Assuming all measurements have comparable er-
rors, the observed scatter between the 35 values is consistent with an error
of 6.5% in(M/L)Salp.

galaxy sample. Some of the halo assumptions were also included
in Cappellari et al. (2012) with more detailed dynamical models,
producing consistent results. Although these results still depend on
simple approximations and on assumption on the halo, they illus-
trate that many different halo assumptions, motivated by theoretical
models, all lead to the same conclusion of a systematic IMF varia-
tion.

In summary, after years of debate on whether the IMF or the
dark matter were responsible for the observed disagreementbe-
tween stellar population and dynamical or lensing indicators, a con-
sensus seems to have emerged, from dynamical, lensing and spec-
tral arguments, on a systematic IMF variation with the IMF becom-
ing heavier withM/L, mass or velocity dispersion. It is time to
investigate IMF trends against other observables, which wedo in
the following section.

4.2 IMF variation on the Virial Plane

In Cappellari et al. (2012) we presented a systematic trend between
the IMF and the stellar(M/L)stars derived using axisymmetric
JAM models including a dark halo. The IMF was parametrised by
the IMF mismatch parameterα ≡ (M/L)stars/(M/L)Salp (in the
notation of Treu et al. 2010), where(M/L)Salp was derived from
full spectral fitting as summarized in Section 2.3. Different popula-
tion approaches were also tested there, producing less clean trends
but consistent results. The(M/L)Salp normalization depends on
the adopted lower and upper mass cut-offs for the IMF in the popu-
lation models. The models we use (Vazdekis et al. 2010) adoptstan-
dard lower and upper mass cut-offs for the IMF of 0.1 and 100M⊙,
respectively.(M/L)Salp further depends on whether the gas lost
by the stars during the early stages of their evolution is retained in

Figure 7. The systematic variation of the IMF. The(M/L)stars of the
stellar component, determined via dynamical models, is compared to the
(M/L)Salp determined from spectral fitting using stellar population mod-
els and assuming for reference a fixed Salpeter IMF. The colours of the sym-
bols show the galaxiesσe, which was LOESS smoothed in two-dimension
to emphasize the trends. Diagonal lines illustrate the expected trends if the
IMF was universal or either the Chabrier (red dash-dotted line), Kroupa
(green dashed line) or Salpeter (ζ(m) ∝ m−2.3, solid magenta line) forms.
Also shown is the expected trend for two IMFs heavier than Salpeter (blue
dotted line): a top-heavy one, dominated by stellar remnants (ζ(m) ∝

m−1.5), and a bottom-heavy one, dominated by dwarfs (ζ(m) ∝ m−2.8).
The black solid curve is a LOESS smoothed version of the data.A clear
systematic trend is evident, with the IMF being closer to Kroupa/Chabrier
at the lowestM/L, which also have the lowestσe, and closer to Salpeter or
heavier at the largestM/L or largestσe. A different rendition of this figure
was presented in fig. 2b of Cappellari et al. (2012).

the central regions we observe or is recycled into stars or expelled
at large radii. Evidence suggests the gas is not retained in signif-
icant quantities within 1Re, neither in ionized or hot X-ray emis-
sion form (Sarzi et al. 2010), nor as a cold component (Young et al.
2011, hereafter Paper IV). If all the gas was retained it would in-
crease(M/L)Salp by up to 30–40% (Maraston 2005), making pop-
ulationM/L overpredicting total dynamicalM/L even for a light
Kroupa/Chabrier IMF, for a number of galaxies.

A careful determination of the populationM/L for a fixed
IMF was recently provided for 35 galaxies in our sample by
Conroy & van Dokkum (2012b). They employed different mod-
els (Conroy & van Dokkum 2012a) from the ones we adopted
(Vazdekis et al. 2010) and used them to fit an independent set of
spectra, spanning a larger wavelength range than theSAURON ones.
In Fig. 6 we compare the two determinations ofM/L (allowing for
an arbitrary offset in the absolute normalization, which can differ
by up to 10% between different authors). Assuming all measure-
ments have comparable errors, the observed scatter betweenthe 35
values is consistent with an error of just 6.5% in(M/L)Salp. This
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error is consistent with the error of 7% predicted by Gallazzi & Bell
(2009) when optimal spectra information is available. Thisgives
confidence that our population(M/L)Salp are robust and any trend
we observe is not due to the details of our population modelling
approach.

Cappellari et al. (2012) showed that consistent IMF trends are
found for a variety of different assumptions on the dark halo, as well
as for the most general one (with gNFW halo) that leaves both the
halo slope and mass as free parameters, with only an upper limit on
the halo slope, derived from model predictions of halo contraction
(Gnedin et al. 2011) (see Paper XIX). The similarity in(M/L)stars
for the different models is due to the fact that in all cases the data
allow for a small fraction of dark matter within the region where
the kinematics are available (∼1Re), with the most general model
implying a median dark matter fractions of just 10%. Given the
similarity of the different approaches, here we adopt as reference
the(M/L)stars values obtained with a NFW halo, with halo mass
as free parameter (model (B)). This choice makes it easy to compare
our results with others that make the same assumption.

In Fig. 7 we show a different rendition of the similar
fig. 2b of Cappellari et al. (2012). Here we plot(M/L)Salp versus
(M/L)stars. We still exclude galaxies with very young stellar pop-
ulations, selected as having stellar absorption line strength index
Hβ > 2.3 Å. We found that those galaxies have strong gradient in
the stellar population and this breaks our approximate assumption
of a constant(M/L)stars within the region where we have kine-
matics, making both(M/L)stars and (M/L)Salp inaccurate and
ill-defined. Different diagonal lines illustrate the expected trends if
the IMF was universal or either the Chabrier, Kroupa or Salpeter
(ζ(m) ∝ m−2.3) forms. Also shown is the expected trend for two
IMFs heavier than Salpeter: a top-heavy one, dominated by stellar
remnants (ζ(m) ∝ m−1.5), and a bottom-heavy one, dominated
by dwarfs (ζ(m) ∝ m−2.8). This figure clearly illustrates the fact
that the two indicators ofM/L do not follow a one-to-one rela-
tion, but deviate systematically, with the IMF being consistent on
average with Kroupa/Chabrier at the lowest(M/L)stars and with
Salpeter or heavier at the largest(M/L)stars, as already concluded
in Cappellari et al. (2012). Another way to interpret this plot is by
noting that galaxies with the largest(M/L)Salp, which are charac-
terized by the oldest populations, have a Salpeter or heavier IMF,
while those with the lowest(M/L)Salp, which have younger pop-
ulations, have on average a Kroupa/Chabrier IMF. Detailed trends
of the IMF with other population indicators will be presented in
McDermid et al. (in preparation).

As in the Cappellari et al. (2012) we also show with colours
the galaxies velocity dispersion. However, to emphasize the trend,
here we apply the same two-dimensional LOESS smoothing ap-
proach (Cleveland & Devlin 1988) introduced in Section 3, instead
of showing the individualσe values. One can still see the trend for
the IMF to vary between Kroupa/Chabrier to Salpeter, albeitwith
large scatter, within the intervallog10(σe/km s−1) ≈ 1.9 − 2.4,
with a smooth variation in between. This trend will be more pre-
cisely quantified in Section 4.3.

In Fig. 8 we show the variation of the IMF mismatch parameter
(M/L)stars/(M/L)Salp on the(M,σe) and(M,Re) projections
of the Virial Plane. The trends in IMF are necessarily noisier that
the ones in(M/L)stars, as here the errors in bothM/L combine.
However the structure in this figure closely resembles the one in
the previous Fig. 1, 2 and the top panel of Fig. 3. The systematic
variation in the IMF follows on average the variations in theto-
tal (M/L)JAM and its corresponding stellar population indicators
Hβ and galaxy colour. Like the other quantities, also the IMF ap-

pears to roughly follow lines of constantσe on the Virial Plane,
which we showed is tracing the bulge mass at given galaxy sizeand
mass. In both projections there is indication for some extrasub-
structure, with IMF variation at constantσe. Moreover the proxim-
ity to the ZOE (thick red line) seems to be an even better indicator
of IMF thanσe (blue dashed lines). The(M,Re) projection also
makes clear why one should expect spirals to have on average light
IMF: spirals populate the empty zone above our galaxies (Fig. 5
and fig. 4 in Paper I) and overlap with the distribution of ETGswith
the Kroupa/Chabrier IMF. However our plot suggests that, atfixed
galaxy stellar (orMJAM) mass, the bulge mass (as traced byσe)
is the main driver of the IMF variation, rather than morphological
type alone, and one may expect IMF variations within the spiral
population as well. Our finding explains why Dutton et al. (2012b)
inferred a Salpeter or heavier IMF when selecting the smallest (or
densest) galaxies at fixed mass, and assuming no dark matter.Dark
matter appears to provide a small contribution to theM/L for our
entire sample and not just the smallest ones, but the densestgalax-
ies are precisely the ones with the heaviest IMF. A recent claims
has been made for a Salpeter IMF in the bulge of 5 massive spirals
(Dutton et al. 2012c), which would go in the suggested direction.
However the IMF is currently already difficult to infer when the
M/L can be assumed to be spatially constant and the stellar popu-
lation homogeneous. Relaxing these assumptions makes the results
more uncertain unless very good population data from galaxyspec-
tra and accurate non-parametric models for the photometry are em-
ployed.

4.3 IMF versusσe correlation

In the previous section we illustrated the systematic IMF trends al-
ready presented in Cappellari et al. (2012) and we additionally pre-
sented the variation of the IMF on the projections of the Virial
Plane. We pointed out that, like the dynamicalM/L, its pop-
ulation indicators, colour and Hβ, and the galaxy concentration
which traces to the bulge mass, also the IMF broadly follows
lines of nearly constantσe on the(MJAM, σe) Virial Plane pro-
jection and consequently constant

√

GMJAM/(5Rmax
e ) ≈ σe

on the (MJAM, Rmax
e ) projection. Interestingly a ‘conspiracy’

between the IMF variation and other galaxies properties is re-
quired for galaxy scaling relations to still have a small scatter
(Renzini & Ciotti 1993).

In Fig. 9 we present a direct correlation between the logarithm
of the IMF mismatch parameter(M/L)stars/(M/L)Salp and the
logarithm ofσe, using the robust linear fitting routineLTS LINEFIT

presented in (Paper XIX), which explicitly allows and fits for in-
trinsic scatter and removes outliers. Like earlier we exclude galax-
ies with very young stellar populations, selected s having stellar
absorption line strength index Hβ > 2.3 Å, leading to a sam-
ple of 223 out of 260 galaxies. In the fits we quadratically co-
added JAM modelling errors of 6% (Paper XIX) plus distance errors
for (M/L)stars, population models errors of 6.5% for(M/L)Salp
(Fig. 6) and 10% for our photometry Paper XXI. We present fits
for (i) the full sample, (ii) for the subsample of galaxies with SBF
distances (mostly from Tonry et al. 2001 and Mei et al. 2007: see
Paper I) and (iii) for galaxies withσe > 90 km s−1, to eliminate a
few objects with larger scatter. All three relations have a comparable
observed scatter∆ ≈ 0.10 dex (26%) in(M/L)stars/(M/L)Salp
and imply a significant intrinsic scatter of about 20%. When the
same outliers are removed, we verified that indistinguishable val-
ues for the parameter, their errors and the infered intrinsic scatter
are obtained with the Bayesian approach of Kelly (2007), as im-
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Figure 8. Variation of the IMF on the Virial Plane projections. Same asin Fig. 1 for the variation of the IMF mismatch parameter(M/L)stars/(M/L)Salp,
which measure the ratio between the stellarM/L from dynamical models and the one from population models, with a fixed Salpeter IMF for reference. The
trends follow lines of roughly constantσe, or perhaps depends on the distance from the ZOE (thick red line), although some extra structure is visible.

plemented in his IDL routineLINMIX ERR. Our three fits provide
consistent values for the best-fitting slopes, within the errors, and
nearly consistent normalizations. The fitted relation has the form

log10

(M/L)stars
(M/L)Salp

= a+ b× log10
σe

130km s−1
, (6)

and our preferred values (bottom panel of Fig. 9) have best fit-
ting parameters and formal errorsa = −0.11 ± 0.01 and b =
0.36 ± 0.06 (parameters and errors for the other fits are given in-
side the figures). The observed trend of IMF withσ appears to ac-
count for about half of the total trend in the(M/L) − σe relation
(M/L)JAM ∝ σ0.62

e (see Paper XIX), the remaining one being due
to stellar population variations.

Our trend implies a transition of the mean IMF from Kroupa
to Salpeter in the intervallog10(σe/km s−1) ≈ 1.9 − 2.4 (or
σe ≈ 80 − 260 km s−1), with a smooth variation in between, con-
sistently with what can be seen in Cappellari et al. (2012) and in
Fig. 7. The fact that this trend is slightly weaker than the one im-
plied by Fig. 7 seems to confirms the intrinsic differences inthe
IMF of individual galaxies. However, part of this difference could
also be explained if the distance errors were underestimated. One
way to address this issue would be to repeat our analysis for galax-
ies in a clusters at intermediate distance like the Coma cluster, for
which relative distance errors can be neglected.

Our slope is a factor≈ 3.6 smaller than the “tentative” trend
reported in Treu et al. (2010) for the same quantities, and making
the same assumption for the dark halo. A reason for this largedif-
ference must be due to the fact that their sample only included
galaxies withσ>

∼ 200 km s−1 (log10(σ/km s−1)>∼ 2.3). Our sam-
ple is too small to reliably study trend in IMF for the galaxies
above thatσe, but their reported trend would exceed the slope of
the (M/L) − σ relation (Paper XIX), making it difficult to ex-
plain. Their steep inferred trend may then be due to their useof
spherical and homologous models for all the galaxies, whichmay
introduce systematic trends. Moreover they used single stellar pop-
ulationM/L based on colours is expected to be less reliable than
our determinations based on spectra (Gallazzi & Bell 2009).A re-
analysis of the unique SLACS dataset seems required to clarify
this issue. Our trend withσe is also smaller than the one reported

by Ferreras et al. (2012) from spectral analysis, who find a rapid
change from a Kroupa to a Salpeter IMF in the narrow interval
σ ≈ 150−200 km s−1. Our relation is not inconsistent with the val-
ues presented in Conroy & van Dokkum (2012b) also from spectral
analysis, or with the result reported by Spiniello et al. (2012), with
the IMF becoming steeper than Salpeter aboveσ >

∼ 200 km s−1. We
are also broadly consistent with the IMF variation implied by the
non-contracted halo spherical dynamical models of Tortoraet al.
(2012). Overall there is a qualitative agreement between different
approaches and the still significant systematic differences in the var-
ious methods could account for the differences.

5 DISCUSSION

5.1 Previous relations as seen on the Virial Plane

We have shown in Paper XVII that galaxy scaling relation can be
accurately explained by simple virial equilibrium, with galaxies ly-
ing on a tight Virial Plane(MJAM, σe, R

max
e ), for a large volume-

limited sample of ETGs (Paper I). Once this has been established,
the interesting information on galaxy formation is then allcontained
in the distribution and the physical properties of galaxieson this
plane, which we presented in this paper.

We find that on the VP: (i) galaxies sizes are delimited by
a lower-boundary, which has a minimum at a characteristic mass
MJAM ≈ 3 × 1010M⊙; (ii) A number of key galaxy proper-
ties: dynamicalM/L, and its population indicators Hβ and colour,
which are mainly related to age (Cappellari et al. 2006), thenor-
malization of the IMF and the prominence of the bulge, all tend
to be constant along lines of constantσe, on the Virial Plane;
(iii) Another characteristic mass for galaxy properties isthe value
MJAM ≈ 2 × 1011M⊙ which separates a region dominated by
the round or weakly triaxial slow rotators at large masses from one
dominated dominated by fast-rotators ETGs, flattened in their outer
parts and with embedded exponential disks (Paper XVII), whose
characteristics merge smoothly with the ones of spiral galaxies.
A transition at this galaxy mass appears required in our models
for the formation of fast and slow rotators (Khochfar et al. 2011,
hereafter Paper VIII). Interestingly the approximate stellar mass
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Figure 9. IMF versus σe correlations. The plots show as blue filled
circles with error bars the logarithm of the IMF mismatch parameter
(M/L)stars/(M/L)Salp versus the effective velocity dispersionσe, for
the subsets of 223 ATLAS3D galaxies with Hβ > 2.3 Å. Green symbols
are outliers automatically removed from the fits. Dashed anddotted red lines
indicate the 1σ and 2.6σ (99%) observed scatter around the best-fitting re-
lation (black solid line). The top panel includes all 223 galaxies. The middle
panel shows galaxies with accurate SBF distances. The bottom panel shows
galaxies withσe > 90 km s−1.

M⋆ ≈ 1 × 109 M⊙ where normal early-type galaxies starts to
appear corresponds to the threshold for quenching of field galaxies
recently discovered by Geha et al. (2012). Below that mass only the
cluster or group environment can strip spirals of their gas.

Although our sample is limited to a minimum mass
MJAM

>
∼ 6 × 109 M⊙, our picture extends smoothly to lower

masses. A comparison of the trends outlined in fig. 4 of Pa-
per I or Fig. 5 here, with similar relations for lower mass galax-
ies (e.g. fig. 7 of Binggeli et al. 1984; fig. 38 of Kormendy et al.
2009; fig. 12 of Chen et al. 2010; fig. 4 of Misgeld & Hilker 2011;
fig. 20 of Kormendy & Bender 2012) clearly shows that our ETGs
trends continues with the dwarf spheroidal (Sph) sequence at lower
masses, while the spirals sequence continues with a sequence
of low-mass late spirals or irregulars (Sc–Irr), as independently
noted also by Kormendy & Bender (2012). The parallelism be-
tween ETGs and spiral galaxies in scaling relations was one of the
driver for our proposed revision (Paper VII) to the tuning-fork di-
agram by Hubble (1936), in the spirit of van den Bergh (1976).In
Fig. 10. we combine our results on morphology, kinematics and
scaling relations in a single diagram, using the same galaxysymbols
as Paper VII. This picture allows us to provide a new perspective
and a clean empirical view of a number of classic scaling relation
and known trends in galaxy properties.

The classic Faber & Jackson (1976) relation betweenσ − L
is well known to be a projection of the FP. We study it here using
mass instead of light, and find that it is tracing the envelopede-
fined by the ZOE. We find that the relation is not well describedby
an approximately linear trend. This is consistent with someearlier
claims of a possible change in the slope of theσ−L relation of ellip-
tical galaxies at the low luminosity end (Tonry 1981; Davieset al.
1983; Tortora et al. 2009). However even recent observations from
the large SDSS sample have subsequently failed to find evidence
for a clear curvature, likely due to the insufficient qualityof the data
(Bernardi et al. 2003; Gallazzi et al. 2006). For this reasonthe rela-
tion is generally assumed to be a power-law, except in the region of
dwarf ellipticals (de Rijcke et al. 2005; Matković & Guzmán 2005;
Forbes et al. 2008; Cody et al. 2009). The reason for this confusion
is that the(MJAM, σ) projection is not too far from an edge-on view
so that the bend in the ZOE is not well pronounced and the evidence
for the bend can be robustly detected here for the first time inETGs.
Samples of morphologically selected elliptical galaxies,for which
the relation is usually derived, tend to populate mainly thetop (red)
region of the diagram, where the effect of the cusp is not evident.
Moreover most previous studies did not reliably sample the lowest
σ regime.

Another well known projection of the FP is the Kormendy
(1977) relation. When using mass instead of light it becomesclear
it represents the analogue of the Faber & Jackson (1976), butthis
time in the(MJAM, Rmax

e ) projection of the VP. Also in this case,
when samples are morphologically selected to consist of ellipticals,
they tend to populate mostly the region of the diagram near the
ZOE, defining a relatively narrow sequence (Kormendy et al. 2009;
Chen et al. 2010; Misgeld & Hilker 2011). Although the sequence
is useful for a number of studies, it is important to realize that it is
not a real sequence in galaxy space on the VP. It is due to the sample
selection and it represents essentially one of the contour levels of a
continuous trend of galaxy properties, spanning from spiral galax-
ies, to ETGs, and only terminating on the well defined ZOE (Fig. 5
and figure 4 in Paper I).

The characteristic massMJAM ≈ 3 × 1010M⊙ is the same
transition mass discovered by Kauffmann et al. (2003a) who state
that “low-redshift galaxies divide into two distinct families at a stel-
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Figure 10. Schematic summary of the results presented in Section 3 and Section 4. ETGs properties, dynamicalM/L (Fig. 1) or its population proxies, Hβ
and galaxy colour (Fig. 2), concentration (Fig. 3), which traces bulge mass, and IMF mass normalization (Fig. 8), all tend to vary along lines of nearly constant
√

GM⋆/(5Rmax
e ) ≈ σe. This sequence of ETGs properties merges smoothly with the one of spiral galaxies, with little overlap between late spirals (Sc-Irr)

and ETGs, a significant overlap between early spirals (Sa-Sb) and fast-rotator ETGs with lowM/L and no overlaps between spirals and fast-rotators with high
M/L. Three characteristic masses are emphasized in this diagram: (i) belowM⋆ ≈ 109 M⊙ there are no regular ETGs and the mass-size lower boundary
is increasing; (ii)M⋆ ≈ 3 × 1010 M⊙ is the mass at which ETGs reach their minimum size (or maximumstellar density), before a sudden change in slope
Re ∝ M0.75 at larger masses (see also fig. 4 in Paper I); (iii) BelowM⋆ ≈ 2 × 1011 M⊙ ETGs are dominated by flat fast rotators, showing evidence for
disks (Paper XVII), while slow rotators are rare. Above thismass the population is dominated by round or weakly triaxialslow rotators. These smooth trends
in scaling relations motivated our proposed parallelism between spirals and ETGs. To emphasize this connection we usesthe same morphology symbols as our
‘comb’ diagram in Paper VII.

lar mass of3 × 1010M⊙. Lower-mass galaxies have young stellar
populations, low surface mass densities and the low concentrations
typical of discs. Their star formation histories are more strongly cor-
related with surface mass density than with stellar mass.” Asimi-
lar trend involving colours and also better correlated withsurface
density (or with the velocity dispersion inferred from the scalar
virial relation) than with mass, was found to extend to redshift up
to z ≈ 3, with red galaxies being systematically small, and blue
galaxies being large at a given mass (Franx et al. 2008). Thiswas
recently confirmed, still using photometric data alone, by Bell et al.
(2012). The correctness of all these statements can now be easily
and accurately verified for the ETGs subset in Fig. 1–3.

The novelty of our work, with respect to all previous stud-
ies, is that we have unprecedentedly accurate and unbiased dy-
namical masses, and stellar velocity dispersions, insteadof inferred
value. This allow us to conclusively state that neither dynamical
mass nor stellar surface density are actually the best descriptor
of galaxy properties, the main trend being along theσe direction
(which includes rotation in the case of disk galaxies). Our clean
ATLAS3D result was already presented in Cappellari (2011a) and
subsequently confirmed with SDSS data and using virial mass esti-
mates by Wake et al. (2012). The trend we observed for the ETGs
can be extended to spiral galaxies, which fill the region of larger
sizes above the ETGs in the(MJAM, Rmax

e ) projection, smoothly
overlapping with the ETGs for the largest spiral bulge fractions (fig-
ure 4 of Paper I and Fig. 5). It has been known for long that in
spirals luminosity-weighted ages are lower, star formation is larger
and colours bluer on average than the ETGs, essentially by defini-
tion (e.g. Hubble 1936; van den Bergh 1976).

Similar trends between age and size (or surface brightness),
with older objects being smaller at given age, were found to per-
sist in ETGs. van der Wel et al. (2009a) state that “at a given stellar
velocity dispersion, SDSS data show that there is no relation be-

tween size and age”. The same age-size trend was pointed out by
Shankar & Bernardi (2009), and in different terms by Graves et al.
(2009) who state that “no stellar population property showsany
dependence onRe at fixed σ, suggesting thatσ and not dy-
namical mass is the better predictor of past SFH”. The age-size
trend was also confirmed in different samples of galaxies by
Valentinuzzi et al. (2010) and Napolitano et al. (2010). Allthese
findings are another way of saying that age variations must fol-
low lines of constantσ on the VP as we find here forM/L, Hβ
and colour, and confirm using age for our sample in McDermid et
al. (in preparation) (see also figure 15 of Gallazzi et al. 2006). The
only contrasting view is the one by Trujillo et al. (2011), who find
a lack of age-size trend both at low and high-redshift.

The same characteristics massMJAM ≈ 3 × 1010 M⊙ of
Kauffmann et al. (2003a), which constitute the location of the break
in our ZOE, was found by Hyde & Bernardi (2009a) in the mass-
size relation of5 × 104 SDSS galaxies, their trend is significant
but quite subtle. The reason for the curvature they find becomes
clear from what we find: the average radius of the objects on the
VP at constant mass, bends upwards at low masses, due to the cusp
in the ZOE, with the strength of the effect being dependent onthe
specific criterion adopted to select ETGs. The bend in the mass-
σ however is essentially undetected in the SDSS data, likely due
to the insufficient quality of the kinematics, especially atlow σ
(Hyde & Bernardi 2009a).

A curvature in the luminosity-size relation was presented in
Graham & Worley (2008) (see also Chen et al. 2010). It appears
when joining dwarf spheroidal galaxies (Sph) and ellipticals as
a continuous sequence, with smoothly varying Sersic (1968)in-
dex. The observed continuity of the relation is interpretedas
a physical connection between dwarf spheroidals and ellipticals.
The trend discussed by Graham & Worley (2008) can also be
seen in Binggeli et al. (1984), Kormendy (1985), Kormendy etal.
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(2009) and Misgeld & Hilker 2011, where the dwarf spheroidals se-
quence appears to sharply bend from the ellipticals sequence. But
Kormendy (1985) interprets dwarf spheroidal as constituting a sep-
arate family, of gas-stripped dwarf spirals/irregulars (see Graham
2011 and Kormendy & Bender 2012 for two complementary re-
views of this subject).

Our results cannot not be compared to theirs in a statisti-
cal sense, as galaxies in their diagrams are, by design, not rep-
resentative of the population in the nearby Universe, and cer-
tain classes of objects (e.g. M32) are by design over-represented.
Our sample is volume-limited and for this reason gives a statis-
tically representative view of the galaxy population abovea cer-
tain mass. Still the fact that the sequence of dwarf spheroidals
and low-mass spirals/irregulars, lie on the continuation of our
trends for fast rotator ETGs and spiral galaxies respectively, be-
low the M <

∼ 6 × 109M⊙ mass limit of our survey, suggests
a continuity between dwarf spheroidals and the low-mass end
of our disk-dominated fast-rotator ETGs population, whichin
turns we showed are closely related to spiral galaxies. For this
reason our results reconciles the apparent contrast between the
findings of a Sph-E dichotomy (Kormendy 1985; de Rijcke et al.
2005; Janz & Lisker 2008; Kormendy et al. 2009) and the ones
of a continuity (Graham & Guzmán 2003; Gavazzi et al. 2005;
Graham & Worley 2008; Forbes et al. 2011). Our finding in fact
agrees with the proposed common origin of dwarf spheroidal
and low-mass spiral galaxies and irregulars (Kormendy 1985;
Dekel & Silk 1986), but also shows an empirical continuity be-
tween dwarf spheroidals and a subset of the ellipticals family. The
missing link between Sph and E is constituted by disk-dominated
fast rotator ETGs (Emsellem et al. 2007; Cappellari et al. 2007). In
fact the continuity is not between “true” ellipticals, namely the
slow rotator, and dwarf spheroidals, but between “misclassified”
ellipticals with disks and S0, namely the fast rotators, anddwarf
spheroidals. After this text was written and the parallelism be-
tween spiral galaxies and early-type were presented (PaperVII) to
interpret the trends we observed in galaxy scaling relations (Pa-
per I and Cappellari 2011a), a confirmation of this picture, in-
cluding its extension to low mass systems was also provided by
Kormendy & Bender (2012).

In summary our view of the VP is consistent and provides a
confirmation and the cleanest empirical view of all these reported
trends between galaxy properties, which we interpreted as due to
the variation of the bulge fraction in fig. 4 of Paper I and explained
as due to an apparent conversion of spirals into fast rotators ETGs
in Paper VII.

5.2 Implications for galaxy formation

Galaxy formation is the superposition of a number of complex
events that happen in parallel. Here we sketch a tentative picture
of some of the phenomena that can play a role in explaining what
we see. We refer the reader to Bois et al. (2011, hereafter Paper VI),
Paper VIII and Naab et al. (in preparation) for a more in-depth dis-
cussion.

The smoothness and regularity of the trends we observe and
the fact that they extend to spirals, appears to indicate a close con-
nection between the formation of the two classes of objects (Pa-
per VIII). The same similarity between the fast rotator ETGsand
spirals in terms of their morphology and degree of rotation,lead us
to propose a revision (Paper VII) of the classic morphological clas-
sification (Hubble 1936) to emphasize the parallelism between the
fast rotators and spirals, in the same way that van den Bergh (1976)

proposed it for S0s and spirals. Only the most massive slow ro-
tators appear to form an empirically separated class. Thekinematic
morphology-density relation (Paper VII), which applies toour kine-
matic classes the relation discovered by Dressler (1980), suggest
that most spirals are being transformed into fast rotators due to en-
vironmental effects (Khochfar & Ostriker 2008), with a mechanism
that is sufficiently ‘gentle’ to preserve the near axisymmetry of the
disk (Paper II).

One process which is often mentioned in the context of clus-
ter galaxy populations is stripping by the interstellar medium
(Spitzer & Baade 1951; Abadi et al. 1999), which may impact the
global morphology of the galaxy by removing a significant fraction
(or most) of its gas content but mostly preserving the stellar disk
component. This may explain some of the most flattened galaxies in
the fast rotator class (e.g., NGC4762), as emphasised in Paper VII.
This would work by removing some of the mass of the galaxy keep-
ing a relatively constant effective size (of the stellar component),
and may contribute to the scatter in the Mass-size plane for fast ro-
tator as well as to their overlap with the more gas-rich spiral galax-
ies.

As to explain the intermediate to high mass end of the fast
rotator class, we would need a process which is able to increase
the bulge size, while at the same time removing the gas or shut-
ting off star formation (Paper VIII). The empirical signatures of
this phenomenon are visible in our data as an ’apparent’ decrease
of the galaxy size, and increase ofσe, which is actually due to the
bulge concentrating more light at smaller radii, accompanied by a
increase inM/L, which is tracing a decrease of star formation or an
age increase. The process appears to generally preserve theintrinsic
flatness of the stellar disks at large radii (middle panel of Fig. 3).
A similar scenario was recently proposed by Bell et al. (2012) to
interpret the relationship between rest-frame optical colour, stellar
mass, star formation activity, and galaxy structure fromz ≈ 2 to
the present day.

Intense gas-rich accretion events, mostly via cold streams
(Dekel et al. 2009), or major gas rich mergers (Paper VIII), will
increase both the mass andΣe. During the accretion the gas
may sink toward the centre (Mihos & Hernquist 1994) until it be-
comes self-gravitating and starts forming stars. It is during this
phase of rapid gas accretion that theM/L − σ (Cappellari et al.
2006) andIMF − σ (Section 4.3) relations, the tilt of the FP
(Dressler et al. 1987; Faber et al. 1987; Djorgovski & Davis 1987),
theMgb−σ (Burstein et al. 1988; Bender et al. 1993) or theMgb−
Vesc relation (Davies et al. 1993; Scott et al. 2009, Paper XXI),
will be imprinted in the ETGs population (Robertson et al. 2006;
Hopkins et al. 2009b) and then mostly preserved in the following
evolution.

The early progenitors of today’s fast rotator ETGs would
be high-redshift spirals, which are different from local ones.
They are characterized by giant gas clumps (Elmegreen et al.
2007; Genzel et al. 2011) have high gas fractions (Tacconi etal.
2010; Daddi et al. 2010) and possess large velocity dispersion
(Förster Schreiber et al. 2006, 2009; Law et al. 2012). In that situa-
tion bulges may form naturally as the clumps collide and may either
sink to the centre (Bournaud et al. 2007) or are efficiently destroyed
by stellar feedback (Genel et al. 2012; Hopkins et al. 2011).Secu-
lar effects (Kormendy & Kennicutt 2004) will also contribute to the
bulge growth andΣe increase, while keeping the mass unchanged,
as will contribute the destabilizing effect of minor mergers.

During the bulge growth some process must be able to turn
off star formation, without destroying the fast rotating disks that
still dominate the local ETGs population (Paper II; Paper III)
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Figure 11. Evolution scenario for ETGs. The symbols are the same as in
Fig. 1, while the large arrows indicate the proposed interpretation of the
observed distribution as due to a combination of two processes (a) bulge
or spheroid growth, which seems associated to the quenchingof star for-
mation, which moves galaxies to the right of towards the bottom, due to
the increased concentration (decreasingRe), and (b) dry merging, increas-
ing Re by moving galaxies along lines of roughly constantσe (or steeper),
while leaving the population unchanged. A schematic illustration of these
two processes is shown in Fig. 12.

and that dominates the ETGs population already fromz ∼ 2
(van der Wel et al. 2011; see also van Dokkum 2011). The re-
duced efficiency of star formation by morphological quenching
(Martig et al. 2009) may be one of the processes explaining why
on average bigger bulges correspond to older ages and largerM/L.
But bulge/spheroid growth seems also associated with AGN feed-
back, which would provide another bulge-related quenchingmech-
anism (Silk & Rees 1998). During the sequence of bulge/spheroid-
growth followed by quenching, the original gas rich spiral will
move from the left of the observed(MJAM, Rmax

e ) plane towards
the right, or possibly the bottom right due to the increased con-
centration, while intersecting the constantσ lines (blue arrow in
Fig. 11). At the end of the evens the galaxy will be a fast rotator
ETG, generally more massive and with a bigger bulge (smallerRe,
largerσe and concentration) than the precursor clumpy spiral.

At any stage during the bulge-growth phase the galaxy may ac-
crete purely stellar satellites (Khochfar & Silk 2006). In the case of
these dry mergers the situation is quite different and one can predict
the final configuration using energy conservation (Hernquist et al.
1993; Cole et al. 2000; Boylan-Kolchin et al. 2006; Ciotti etal.
2007). The predictions show that sizes will increase as the mass
grows. For major mergers (equal mass) and typical orbital config-
urations, one can show that the mass and radius double, whileσ
remains constant in agreement with simulations (Nipoti et al. 2009)
(see Hilz et al. 2012b and Hilz et al. 2012a for more accurate nu-
merical simulations and detailed physical explanations ofthis pro-
cess). While in the limit in which the same mass doubling hap-
pens via small satellites, as mostly expected from the shapeof the
Schechter (1976) mass function, the radius will increase bya factor

Figure 12.Schematic representation of the two main processes responsible
for the formation of the observed distribution of galaxies on the VP. (a) bulge
growth via cold accretion, secular evolution, or minor mergers, followed by
quenching by AGN or other mechanisms, leaving the galaxy more massive,
more compact, and consequently with a largerσe, and gas poor (blue arrow
in Fig. 11); (b) major or minor dry mergers, increasing galaxy mass and sizes
at nearly constantσe, or with a possible decrease, leaving the population
mostly unchanged (red arrow in Fig. 11). (taken from Cappellari 2011b).

of four and the dispersion will be twice smaller (Naab et al. 2009;
Bezanson et al. 2009; Hopkins et al. 2009a; Hilz et al. 2012b). As a
result the galaxy will move along lines that are parallel to the con-
stantσ lines, or steeper. During these dry mergers, given that there
is little gas involved, the stellar population, colour andM/L will
remain unchanged (red arrow in Fig. 11).

The gas-rich mergers/accretion scenario is generally consistent
with the observed correlation between supermassive black holes
(BH) and galaxy velocity dispersion or bulge mass (Di Matteoet al.
2005). It is generally believed that the correlations indicate a
joint evolution of galaxies and BHs, with BH growth happen-
ing at the same time as the bulge growth, and providing a self-
regulation via feedback (Silk & Rees 1998; but see Peng 2007 and
Jahnke & Macciò 2011 for a non-causal origin of the correlations).
We demonstrate that indeed theσ variation directly traces the bulge
growth (Kormendy & Gebhardt 2001). In factσ traces the central
galaxy concentration and the bulge size as estimated on optical mor-
phology, while the outer galaxy disks remain flat. This implies that,
if the BH indeed accretes from the same gas that grows the bulge,
BH mass should correlate better withσ than with total mass as ob-
served (Gebhardt et al. 2000; Ferrarese & Merritt 2000).

However, when ETGs experience dry mergers, their BH grows
in proportion to the mass, but galaxies move along lines of nearly
constantσ. For this reason, an expectation from this picture is
that BHs at the high mass end should start to appear too massive
with respect to the predictions of theMBH − σ relation (see also
Nipoti et al. 2003; Boylan-Kolchin et al. 2006). The high-mass BH
end is still not sufficiently populated to reliably test thisprediction,
but indirect evidence seems to support this possibility (Lauer et al.
2007), as well as the recent detection of two giant black holes at
the centre of two bright cluster galaxies, which are clearlymore
massive than theMBH − σ prediction (McConnell et al. 2011).

In summary we propose that the distribution of galaxy prop-
erties on the VP, whereM/L and age follows lines of constant
σ on the VP, could be explained by the combination of two pro-
cesses, which can happen multiple times during the evolution of a
single galaxy: (i) They accrete gas, which grows the bulge and BH,
shrinks theirRe, and increasesσe and concentration, while some
process which seems associated with the bulge growth (e.g. AGN
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feedback), quenches star formation; (ii) They experience mostly mi-
nor dry mergers that move them along lines of roughly constant σ
(or steeper).

An open question in the scenario in which ETGs evolve rela-
tively quietly from spirals comes from the comparison of ourfind-
ings with the empirical scaling relations one observes at larger red-
shift. In fact atz >∼ 1.5 galaxies are found to be smaller than local
ones with the same mass (Daddi et al. 2005; Trujillo et al. 2006,
2007; van Dokkum et al. 2008; Cimatti et al. 2008). They popu-
late the region below the ZOE of local galaxies. This may indi-
cate that the compact high-redshift ETGs follow a differentand
more violent evolutionary path than the more quiet majorityof lo-
cal ETGs (Barro et al. 2012). We show in the top panel of Fig. 2
that the 12 available determinations ofσ (Cenarro & Trujillo 2009;
Cappellari et al. 2009; van Dokkum et al. 2009; Onodera et al.
2010; van de Sande et al. 2011) are all consistent within the er-
rors with the ATLAS3D VP, with the only exception being the
object presented in van Dokkum et al. (2009). A way to recon-
cile this very mild (or lack of)σ evolution is by assuming that
the compact primordial ETGs grow mostly by accretion of small
satellites in their outer halos, while preserving the central struc-
ture (Naab et al. 2009; Hopkins et al. 2010; Oser et al. 2010, 2012).
This seems consistent with the shape of the photometric profiles
of the early ETGs (Hopkins et al. 2009a; Bezanson et al. 2009;
van Dokkum et al. 2010; Hilz et al. 2012a). A caveat is that sig-
nificant biases may still exist in the high-redshift photometry
(Mancini et al. 2010), considering that systematic differences of up
to a factor of two exists even on well observed ETGs in the nearby
Universe (Kormendy et al. 2009, Chen et al. 2010, Paper I). More-
over comparisons of photometric profiles tend to be made against
bona fide ellipticals, while the remnant of the high-redshift ETGs
are likely disk-like fast rotators ETG, which have systematically
different profiles. Finally the comparisons should ideallybe done
in mass density, instead of surface density, but kinematic informa-
tion is available for only a handful of galaxies. This implies that
there is perhaps still some room for the compact high-z ETGs to
become more consistent with local ones, than currently assumed.

6 SUMMARY

In the companion Paper XIX we describe in detail the dynami-
cal models for all the ATLAS3D ETGs that were introduced in
Cappellari et al. (2012). We found that galaxies lie on a thinVirial
Plane (VP) in the three-dimensional parameter space definedby
(MJAM, σe, R

max
e ).

Here we studied the inclined projection of the VP and find
that: (i) the location galaxies define a clear boundary, wellde-
scribed by two power-laws, joined by a break at a characteristic
massMJAM ≡ L× (M/L)e ≈ 3× 1010M⊙, which corresponds
to the regime where a number of global galaxy properties werere-
ported to change; (ii) The distribution of(M/L)e, as well as pop-
ulation indicators of(M/L)pop like Hβ and colour, together with
galaxy concentration that we show here is measuring bulge size, all
tend to be constant along lines of constantσe.

These findings explains whyσe (notL, M , Reor Σe) has of-
ten been the most successful single descriptor of galaxy properties.
We discuss a number of previously found galaxy correlation and we
find that they are all consistent with what we find. In fact mostob-
served relations turn out to be just special projections of the cleaner
and more general view provided by the VP.

The stellar initial mass function was previously shown (e.g.

Cappellari et al. 2012) to vary systematically with(M/L)stars and
as expected it also follows the other population indicatorsand also
tend to vary along lines of nearly constantσe on the VP. This is a
necessary expectation if one wants to preserve the tightness of the
Fundamental Plane or the(M/L) − σe relation. The trend of IMF
with σ appears to account for about half of the total trend in the
(M/L)−σe relation (see Paper XIX), the remaining one being due
to stellar population variations.

The distribution of galaxy properties on the VP can be qualita-
tively interpreted as due to a combination of two main processes: (i)
bulge growth, changing the galaxy population and decreasing Re,
while increasingσe, and (ii) dry merging, increasingRe by moving
galaxies along lines of approximately constantσe, while leaving
the population unchanged. It is unclear where the reported dense
ETGs fit in this picture. They may simply follow a different route,
which forms the most massive galaxies and is not affecting the fast
rotator population, which dominates ETGs in the nearby Universe.
Or there may be some remaining biases in the photometric observa-
tions, producing an underestimation of the radius. The few available
high-redshiftσ determinations are in fact all with one exception
consistent with what we observed on the VP. Stellar kinematics of
high-redshift ETGs is critically needed to address this question.
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